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Premenstrual Syndrome
By Dr. Don Brown
And stand together yet not too near
together:
For the pillars of the temple stand
apart,
And the oak tree and the cypress grow
not in each other's shadow.
Gibran
Question: Is it true that premenstrual
tension and menstrual pain are a'cultu
ral phenomena and do not occur among
women of some other cultures?
Response: This question cannot be
answered with a simple yes or no
because it is impossible to separate the
effects of the culture from physiology.
However, reports from around the
world indicate that premenstrual tension
is found widely and cross-culturally.
History records that similar behavioral
observations have been made since
antiquity and in many different civili
zations and cultures.

Dalton has demonstrated the physio
logical effects of the premenstrual state
in terms ol accident rates, crime rates,
suicide attempts and even minor ill
nesses. She believed that the entire
symptomatology could be explained on
the basis of hormonal imbalance. On the
other hand, Deutsch and other psy
chiatrists have given clear examples of
the learning effects in premenstrual and

menstrual pain and tension, giving
countless examples of conditioning
both subtle and overt.
A 1970 publication of the National
Institute of Mental Health Biological
Rhythms in Psychiatry and Medicine,
indicates that premenstrual tension and
somatic symptoms appear to be
universal among women of diverse
cultures. Observations of individuals who
work with lower primates indicate that
rhesus monkeys, chimpanzees and
gorillas may show similar premenstrual
symptoms as those in women.
Recent
research
indicates
that
hormones and polypeptides which
fluctuate during the menstrual cycle
have important effects on brain neuro
transmitters that could account for the
changes that affect men as well.
Th» premenstrual syndrome affects
about 25 percent of the women in the
25-35 age group, but it is tound largely
in the preadolescent - adolescent phase
of life. The symptoms may include
cramps, nausea, lower back pain and
pronounced mood change.
Medical treatment, in order of treat
ment, include the following:

•A mild diuretic
'Analgesic if primarily dysme-•
(painful menses)
•Combination drugs consisting
antispasmodics, analgesics and elevators
•If little response is obtained
the
above,
then
somePreDuosterone is given in the mic -:
without the problems encountered ,
combined or sequential medication*
birth control pill). The birth copill does seem to lessen the
menstrual symptoms in some wo me
Before trying any of the above, 1
would recommend that women en ga,
some type of sexual activity, wh ethbe coitus, petting, oral-genital
masturbation. An orgasm biologic,
increases sympathetic input cen tral:
flushes out the area with fresh bl
and oxygen, and seems to relieve
physical and psychological tension,
could be a natural and effective wa r
relieve premenstrual tension.

Philosophe

Remedy For Problems of This Age
By Ronald Ferro
Chairperson, Baha'I Club of TSC
The Baha'I Club is a recent addition
to the various religious organizations at
Trenton State College.
The purpose of this association is to
acquaint those interested with the
tenets of the Baha'I Faith by sponsoring
such things as lectures, discussions,
informal gatherings, social activities,!
•and public meetings.
The Baha'I Faith upholds the unity
of God, recognizes the unity of His
Prophets, and inclucates the principle of
the oneness and wholeness of the
unification of mankind, asserts that it is
gradually approaching, and claims that
nothing short of the transmuting spirit
of God, working through His Mouth
piece in this day, can ultimately succeed
in bringing it about.
It moreover enjoins upon its followers
the primary duty of an unfettered
search after truth, comdemns all manner
of prejudice and superstition, declares

the purpose of religion to be the
promotion of amity and concord,
proclaims its essential harmony with
science, and recognizes it as the fore
most agency for the pacification and the
orderly progress of human society.
It unequivocally maintains the prin
ciple of equal rights, opportunities, and
priveleges for men and women, insists
on compulsory education, eliminates
extremes of poverty and wealth,
abolishes the institution of priesthood,
prohibits slavery, ascetism, mendicancy
and monasticism, prescribes monogamy,
discourages divorce, emphasizes the
necessity of strict obedience to one's
government, exalts any work performed
in the spirit of service to the level of
worship, urges either the creation or
the selection of an auxiliary language,
and delinates the outline of those
institutions that must establish and
perpetuate the general peace of
mankind.
On May 23, 1977, the Baha'Is of TSC
will join Baha'Is around the world in
observing the
Declaration of the Bab

ana the 134th Anniversary of the Birth
of the Baha'I Faith.
On May 23, 1844 in Shiraz, Iran (then
Persia), a young man, known as the
Bab (Gate), announced of a new
universal cycle and a new age for
mankind.
He also asserted that the coming of a
greater Prophet from God was at hand
and whose coming would fulfill the
prophecies of all the great religions.
Because of his teachings, the Bab and
his followers were persecuted by the
Muslim clergy. These persecutions
persisted during his imprisonment and
banishment and culminated in his public
martyrdom in 1850 at Tabriz, Iran.
Some 20,000 of his followers were
martyred during the early history of the
Faith.
The Promised One foretold by the
Bab, Baha'Is believe is Baha'u'llah,
Founder of the Baha'I Faith. Baha'u'
llah's name means "The Glory of God."
Since 1844, the Baha'I Faith has
spread to over 333 countries and ter
ritories. Baha'Is believe that all religons
come from the same Divine Source and

that all are a progressive unfoldmem:
God's Word for man. Baha'uUah, thf;
believe, is the latest but not the la s:
God's messengers and that his te aching:
are the divine remedy for the pro blemi
of this age.
May 23 is also the MrtMjI
"Abdu'l-Baha," the eldest son of Ba

0

Hah. He was born on May 23' ^, ;
day the Baha'Is faith began. He sharepersecution, exile, and impriso ^
with his prophet ^ther.
cente
appointed by Bahaullahas
{w
of the Covenant. After his re
prison in 1908, he visited Europe
the United States. He died in WW-

On Mt. Carmel in the Holyr
isj
golden dome shrine which
Bay of Haifa. Within
holy remains of the Bah. ^
Center of the Baha'I Faith is
located on Mt. Carmel.

Opinion

College: More Than A Backstop for Grief
Sometimes we all forget the very reason
that we are here. We're students. We're
supposed to be learning, discovering, and
using the facilities around us to better
With the coming of Spring, we see new ourselves, the college, the world. Think
beginnings in aU fa cets of life. People begin about it.
new relationships, nature renews its bonds
with man through green colors and
Granted to be a Renaissance man
beautiful flowers.
(woman) is not an easy task anymore, there
are too many things to know and to do. But
we certainly aren't furthering ourselves
Spring's new beginnings are noticeable and others by concerning ourselves with
right here at Trenton State College. Have the trivial hangups that are representative
you noticed how aesthetically pleasing the of t he very society that we all frown uDon.
campus has become over the past few
weeks?

There are many activities
P .
around this college all of the
•' ^
(during the weekdays as »
concerts, athletic activities, art
_
lectures, meetings, etc. . . But these • ^
small number compared to the a *
things that could be happening

By Tom Zucosky
Business Major, *78

We've got a new student administration
with new ideas. We've got a new Student
Center which is just crying to be used; in
the right way.

If w e are to make this college something
other than the backstop for a lot of grief and
complaints, and if we are to make the
people of t he area respect the people (you)
that leave this institution, we've got to

work together more; not against each
other.
This college breeds apathy.
Often times one can almost hear the
entire populus of the coUege cry out,
"There's nothin' to do around this place."
That, my dear friend, is called ignorance.

If everyone would look at the poter.Ui'
the Rathskeller, Packer Hall, Ken
the lakeside, the Mulit-purpose r0° ' s
lack of imagination and/dr wan ' ^ ^
discover and learn is tremendous.
.
want to forget about what happened
and go to the Pub or watch Don
Marie at night, then I suggest vo
twice about why you are here in
place.
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Students On Probation
By Kathleen Bird
After eight months of p ranks, one
resulting in the loss of one student's
eye, approximately 50 male Trenton
State College students may be
removed from residence at the
Centennial Lakeside dormitory.
According to college officials, a
small group of males living on the
second floor of the dorm broke
windows, pulled false fire alarms and
staged massive water fights. They
recently kicked in one residence staff
member's door and poured beer on
his bed.
On April 26, stu dents playing with
fireworks accidentally hit freshman
Mark P rach of Millburn in the face,
with a bottle rocket.
Prach was admitted toHeleneFuld
Medical C enter, then transferred to
Edward Harkness Eye Pavilion of
Columbia Presbyterian Hospital in
New York Cit y, where his right eye
was surgically removed, Mrs. John
Prach, Mark's mother, said
vesterdav.
According to a written notice sent
by Area Director Kate Maher to the
second floor Centennial residents last
week, the series of "prankish and
potentially dangerous behavior" was
caused by unknown individuals
whose identities are being protected
by other floor members.
Unless the students "display role
model behavior" between now and
Christmas, all second floor residents
will be dismissed from the college's
dormitory program.
Sheila Fleischman, assistant to the
dean of stu dents, said the students
have "been technically removed"
from residence, but the college will
not carry out the policy unless the
students individually or as a group
break college or Housing policy.
Four students have reportedly
contacted the Dean of Students'
office to appeal the decision, but
there are rumors the floor may
collectively appear, Fleischman said.
She said tne students responsible
for the fireworks incident last month
have turned themselves in because
"they were aware of the potential

criminal liability" and possible police
investigation.
Robert
Hagaman,
public
information officer for the TSC

campus police, said students knowing
Hagaman said he spoke with Prach
about fireworks could possibly be
charged with concealment tor not in the hospital, an d Prach indicated
he knew his injury was not
reporting the illegal use of the intentional.
This rules out the
fireworks.
ssibility of criminal c harges being

To: Residents of second floor -Centennial Lakeside

The StateAttorney General's office
has been contacted about the Prach
accident, because the students and
the college may be sued for civil
damages.
Mrs. Prach refused to comment on
the possible suit and colle ge staffers
have reportedly been told no t to talk
about the floor members' mischief
until they receive legal advice.
A.number of students living on the
second floor of Centennial refused to
answer questions regarding the
Prach injury.
When asked to explain the memo
she sent to the students last Tuesday,
Maher refused to comment, other
than say "we are dealing with
individuals. When this is finished,
we'll "be happy to make a statement."
Dr. William Klepper, coordinator
of Auxiliary Service, said a "gang
ethic" was keeping students from
reporting the guilty. "They are all
very much aware of wha t's going on.
They are just withholding infor
mation," he said.
Klepper said the college "can't
afford to have a group like that in
residence" because of the "tre
mendous amount of damage" they
have done to the dormitory and the
students' lack of consideration for
each other.
"Kate (Maher) won't apply the
sanction," Klepper said, until the
Housing staff "moves on individuals
and not on the group first."
He said only a small group of
students is responsible for the "gang
behavior" but 'when you talk about
people losing eyes and kicking in
doors, you can't step back and let
these things continue."
Community
advisor
Steve
Swetsky, a freshman, found his door
kicked in and beer poured on his bed
two weekends ago.
Students from the floor have told
the student newspaper, T he Signal,
that Swetsky has no control over the
students he is responsible for and
they don't respect him.

From: Kate Maher, Area Director
Re: Incident of May 15, 1977
Date: May 17, 1977
Early on the morning of Sunday, May 15, 1977, some person, or group of persons,
saw fit to kick in the door of Community Advisor, Steve Swetsky and pour beer
all over his bed. This action was a malicious violation of his rights and cannot be
tolerated.
Your floor has been the scene of many incidents from September to the present.
These have involved window-breaking, massive water fights, false -fire alarms,
stolen shaver heads, human feces on the floor, and fireworks-one incident
tragically resulting in the loss of a resident's eye (as documented by Incident
Reports). No individual or group has come forward to accept responsibility for the
majority of these incidents. By your silence, you have not only shown your
approval of what has been done, thereby escalating the prankish and potentially
dangerous behaviour, but also have protected the anonymity of the perpetraters.
Maturity involves taking ownership of your own actions and accepting all possible
consequences: your "code of honor" (to use your words) encourages irresponsible
and immature behavior.
Those individuals involved in the unsolved incidents have violated the following
points in the Trenton State College Judicial Handbook:
II. A.
1) Malicious destruction..or misuse of college property or of private property
2) Endangering life or bodily welfare...
12) Persistent conduct or repeated begavior which materially and substantially
interferes with the operation of the college and or individuals and which
previously has been brought to the attention of the student...
Since the group (floor members) is protecting these individuals, the group must
take the consequences. Therefore, because of the repeated behaviour, as outlined
above, I have decided that each member of the second floor Centennial Lakeside
be removed from residence, but that such decision be held in abeyance effective
until the end of fall semester 1977. During that time, it is my expectation that
each floor member will display role model behavior. Should any individual floor
member violate any point of College or Housing policy, that individual will be
immediately dismissed from residence; should the group collectively violate a
policy or protect the anonymity of a floor member who has violated the entire
floor will be immediately dismissed.
Should you wish to appeal this decision, you must write a letter to Sheila
Fleishman Assistant to the Dean of Students, within 10 days from the date of
this letter, and state your grounds for appeal. (Consult your Trenton State
College Judicial Handbook for acceptable grounds for appeal.) You must specify
whether you would like your appeal to be heard by Dr. William Klepper, Director
of Student Center/Housing, or by the All Campus Disciplinary Board, a board
made up of students, staff, and faculty members. If all floor members wish to
appeal this decision, it should be so stated in the letter and you should choose a
floor resident to act as your spokesperson.
Editor's Note: The following is a letter from the Area Director of Lakeside
Centennial to the residence of the second floor. The vague and clumsy wording,
makes the letter unclear. The second floor residents are now in the act appealling
what appears to be a threat. Maher would not explain it to us, so if you can mak<sense out of it, please call The Signal, and tell us what she means.
W.L.H.

Racial Bias In Off-Campus Housing
By Carolyn Kreischer,
W. L. Haacker
and
John Andrew Harnes

Signal, said, "Yes, they (vacancies) are
think it is my prerogative, to select
still available."
who I want," said Cavatta. "There is
William Klepper, coordinator of
nothing wrong with that."
Auxiliary Services declined to comment,
"No, I don't have to take the first
when contacted, and failed to call The
girl," said Cavatta, "What if I just
Two black TSC coeds claim they Signal, prior to press time.
don't like their attitude, does that
were denied off-campus housing
"She said she had vacancies," said
mean I have to take them?"
because of their race at a Housing Jennings- "When we • got there, she
Cavatta declined* to give her reason,
Office approved location.
gave us the runaround, and told us
for not calling the women on Friday.
Jeanette Fields, and Linda D. she didn't know if either of the rooms
"I have to be selective about who I
Jennings, both claim that Mrs. Cavatta would be available."
rent too, I am a widow," said Cavatta.
"She said that she'd call us back on
discriminated against them, when they
"I have a lot of valuables, that have
tried to rent lodgings for the summer. Friday," added Jennings. "She didn't."
accumulated. I want to be selective,
"I was just interviewing girls, and I
Cavatta when contacted by The
and there is nothing wrong with that."

Clayton Brower, president of TSC
said that he knew nothing of the
incident, but added, "T hate to hear
any reports, where our students might
be discriminated against."
Last semester, the Student Govern
ment Association (SGA) formed a
special committee to study abuses in
the off-campus housing system, that
report is still pending.
Doreen Bierman, president of the
SGA, was unavailable for comment at
press time.

Students Irate With Bolheimer
By Carolyn Kreischer and
Bill Ingram
Over 300 resident students of
Travers-Wolfe dorm have signed a peti
tion against the reappointment of Ron
Bolheimer, Area Director of the
complex.
Chris Basile and Darlene Shiber, res
idents of 10th floor Wolfe, organized the
petition when Bolheimer refused to
allow their Community Advisor (CA),
Sherry Kaplan to remain on the floor as
a resident next year, saying that it, her
presence, could create possible conflicts
and affect the unity of the floor as the

floor members would come to her
instead of the new C.A.
When asked what other factors
influenced their starting of the petition,
Basile stated that "a lot of people were
irate about Ron's attitude, and I heard
a lot of people complaining, so I figured
we should get something done; not to
get him fired, but just to see a
change." "Many things have happened to
Ron this year," and she hopes, "that he
has learned that he has to change (in
order to get along with the residents).
Basile and Shiber were joined in
their effort, by other students voiced
complaints about their treatment by Bol

heimer.
The petition was presented to Dr.
William Klepper, Director of Auxilliary
Services, and was then forwarded in full
to Bolheimer. Klepper, when asked his
opinion about the causes surrounding
the petition, he stated that "Ron has
not fully adjusted to the climate of
TSC. Now that he has a year behind
him, he should do a better job."
Bolheimer, when interviewed, stated
that he "is more than willing to talk
and listen to any complaints voiced by
the staff and residents."
A meeting was held among Bolheimer,
Basile and Shiber, after which the

women stated that they "felt unsatisfied
with all the excuses made by Bolheimer,
but were satisfied with his attitude
toward changing (his attitude).
Earlier this year, Bolheimer's staff
voiced their feelings about his handling
of the job at a ci«. "d meeting.
Numerous CA's ha - resigned from
their positions in the "ravers-Wolfe
complex, because of their conflicts with
Bolheimer. When contacted, several
ex-CA's refused to comment.
However, one source said, "the main
problem the staff has incurred working
with Bolheimer, is?a lack of communica
tion."
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Commuter Corner

"...this is a guide on how to get your
wreck through iuspeetion wheu all
forms of reason dictate
that your ear should not

Either move to Wisconsin, that state
doesn't reauire motor vechicle inspection,
or take it to a friend that has a Certified
Reinspection station sign out front and slip
him a bribe.

be allowed on the road." "Some minor
and illegal
By W.L. Haacker

There is a time in all of o ur lives that we really looks foxy.
The DMV guys (who are usually ugly)
would like to own a brand-new car.
However, our particular economic status at will be paying more attention to her than
that time denies us of o ur wish.
they will to your car.
They will probably ask her for a date and
Assuming that your parents are not kin
of the Rockefellers,, you are on your own she will accept but don't worry. Thinking
when it comes to paying for the gas, and ahead, you gave her the National Weather
THE MAINTENANCE of y our heap which Service number to give them.
usually runs into Big Bucks.
Rule 5: If your car is in good working
Why do I bring this up? Simple: I am not order, and you have nothing to fear, you
the son of J. Paul Getty, and I am basically should take it thru inspection in the middle
poor. My car is a '65 Volkswagen that has of the month to avoid the crowds. Stay
been through many misunderstandings. away from the noon lunch hour, when all
Though the body is dented and looks like a the business DeoDle a re off for lunch and
reject from a scrap yard, it for the most have nothing better to do than stand in line.
part is mechanically sound. However, it has Standing in line builds up hydrocarbons and
a nasty habit of breaking down at the most carbon monoxide.
If you decide to brave the crowds, go
opportune times - like two days before
inspection or on a hot date.
either in the beginning of the month or the
If you car is like mine, and you are as end, preferably in the afternoon about 3
economically solvent as I am, then there p.m.
are times that your car should really be in
It is too late for the people who are off for
perfect shape for inspection, but your bank lunch to still be there and too early for the
account says otherwise.
business man to take off from work early.
After all, you are law abiding citizens of
Don't go in the morning because the
New Jersey (or Penna) and you do want to nine-to-fivers like to take off in the morning
conform to their somewhat arbitrary and bring their jalopy thru.
standards of sa fety.
Stay away from Monday mornings and
So, my fellow law abiders, this is a guide Friday afternoons for the guys going late to
to how to get your wreck through work and those taking off early.
inspection when all forms of reason dictate
that you car should not be allowed on the
road.
Rule 1: If the car is an obvious reject, and
you can't afford to fix it, wait until the last
day of the month that it is due.
Since the car is in sad shape, it will be
flagged. The DMV guy will probably give
you a month to get it fixed, which means
that the red sticker that he will give you
will be for the first day of the next month.
For example: If your car was due in
February, the sticker will be for the first
day of April.
Follow the logic if you will: this will give
you not one, but two months to get it fixed.
The month of March and the month of April.
Sure, you will drive around the month of
April in violation, for which you will get a
ticket if some local functionary pulls you
over, but think of the time that you will
have to get it fixed.
You can ride around overdue for
inspection because the cop will not see the
little punch mark on the window unless he,
walks up and takes a close look at it. You
will be flaunting the law.
Rule 2: Never try to bribe one of the
DMV inspectors because it won't work
unless you know the last guy in the line. For
him, you just hand him a $10 with the
rejection card and he will put a new sticker
on.
The reason the bribe won't work is that
for the most part, these guys are sadistic,
petty and trite when it comes to inspecting
cars.
It is almost the police-stormtrooper
mentality that is inherent to the job. That
uncontrollable urge to hassle.
And no amount of money will satiate the
satisfaction they get from rejecting cars.
Rule 3: Make sure that you have a
validated registration, because the DMV
99
boys won't even look at if you don't have the
up-to-date registration, insurance card, and
drivers license.
If your license was taken away and you're
still driving around, get a friend to do it.
Rule 6: If you car is really in sad shape,
Rule 4: If your car is in really sad shape -Get you mother, or grandmother, or better take it to the Flemington Inspection Center
Route 31 of the Washington Center on
yet, your good looking sister or girlfriend to on
Route 46.
do it.
According to sources, these guys will
Your mother or grandmother might
pass your car and tell you what was wrong
invoke sympathy from the guy in line.
with it, so you can fix it yourself.
If your sister or girlfriend is willing to do
The Trenton guys like to hassle,
it, make sure she "wears a lowcut, see-thru,
especially if you are a student.
mini skirt.
Rule 7: If your car cannot conceivably
You know, the one your mom or her mom
meet the safety standards as dictated, you
won't let her wear. And make sure she can do one of two things.

repairs you
ean do for
yourself.99
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Before you take your muscle caHntc\
take the beast to a gas station with t h
emission sensor things and let them
the car impotent for about a week
4) Be advised, the DMV boys love to f
muscle cars. They get off that way
They also like to flunk hipD,.
Volkswagens. So be sure your crate
order, because they will look it ove r with"
fine tooth comb.
5) For brakes : Make sure the brake firlevel is full, pump it several times to k"
up the pressure.
6) For a hole in t he muffler: If you doreally want to go to Midas Muffler to I
ripped off for one of their life-titguaranteed mufflers, take an old so ck Vseveral rolls of J & J athletic tape (the r,-.
that pulls the skin off) and really go to towWrap that sucker.
If it is only a little hole and not a G rs-:
Canyon-type, take some of that muff;
putty and some aluminum muffler tape aspare neither the putty nor tne tape.
Incidentally, both items can be purchase
at any automotive store, but if the turkey a
the inspection line takes a close look, hewil
flunk you because both items are no-no's.
7) Alignments are tough, for thes e v.
have to go to a rip-off, excuse me, a g as
station and pay the idiot to align th em.
Be advised, he might try to rip you off for
unnecessary parts, (t-rods, Kingpins, etc
Expect to pay about $15 for the ser vice.
8) Tires: These are tough to cover up.
If you have fibers showing through, there
is no way the DMV is going to pass y ou

Some minor and illegal repairs you can do
for yourself:
1) If your car makes blue smoke, drain
the oil out of th e car and prut th ree quarts of
the heaviest weight oil you can find just
prior to going to the inspection station. Mix
with a healthy portion of STP oil treatment.
Honest, folks, it works.

except maybe if you send your sister or
girlfriend.
If you can see vertical stripes running
across more than one tire, you will be
flagged.
The tire companies do this so you have t o
buy those tires that are supposed to last
30,000 miles, but by praying you mi ght get
them to last 15,000.
If the tire is in bad sh ape, put it on the
rear of the car. Do this for two reason s:
First the DMV boys have to take the fro nt
tire and jiggle it to make sure the front en,
is still there.
.
When they do this they look at the ure
closely. The second reason, is for your o*
2) If on the other hand, your car is safety.
,
coughing up black smoke, replace the air
A rearend blow out is easier to cont rol
filter, clean out the carburetor with STP than having the entire car pulled vio lently
gas treatment or transmission fluid.
into the barrier, or another car if either of
the front tires go.
,
Also, if a tire is worn on one side, one
the side-effects for chasing some kid up i
curb, have a garage mechanic put the w
part on the inside of the nm, then places >.
tire on the back.

. .no amount of money will
satiate tbe satisfaction
they get from rejecting
cars...

Finale

If none of the above Helpful Hints do not
work for your wreck, and you have
exhausted all of the ones you know, yo
have three avenues of escape:
1) Take the car to a reinspection garage,
preferably one that your friends work tor
better yet own, and bribe him.
- 2) Take the car to the meanest part of t
city you live in and leave the keys.
n
Dump some a TP in the tank, find some insurance money will help you finance
side stree, and do about 90 mph.
new car if it is stolen. If t he local juveniles
3) If you anticipate getting flagged for wreck it and don't steal it, punch a hole'in
ore the DMV clown sticks the gas tank, leave the car parked on a hi
fv™.SS.'vnS'
that thing in the tailpipe, put the car in allowing the gas to flow d own (make sure
neutral or park and floor it for about 10 the tank is full). Go down the hill about
seconds. This will clear out all those nasty 20-or-30 feet and when the gas gets to
pollutants.
where you stand, light a cigarette and drop
If t he car idles high, or the engine keeps the match -- a fter all, accidents will happen,
on chugging after the engine is turned off,
3) Or, if you know a friend in tne moo.
this is a sure sign that you will fail for have them use the car for practicing
emissions.
dynamiting:
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SFB Budget Approved

By Nick Troisi
The Student Government Association
(S.G.A.) approved the proposed Student
Finance Board (S.F.B.) budget with the
stipulation that a special committee be
formed to affect changes in the S.F.B.,
especially concerning budget cuts.
The central issue lies in the amount
of money saved up in revenues vs. the
expenditures that face a projected
deficit spending in the fall of 1978, SFB
budget.
there is no deficit now," Doreen
Bierman, SGA president said, "but
there will be a deficit in the future."
Bierman was referring to $162,000 in
the Contingency Fund, revenues that
have been collected over the years
which may be used to buffer the
Student Activity cost when revenues
drop..

The main problem here is that the
revenues will decline along with the
predicted drop in student enrollment
which was 7,400 in the fall of 1975 and
is expected to be only 6,000 by the fall
of 1980.
As it stands now, the average full
time student pays $64.30 in the Student
Activity fees, or $2.30 per credit. If the
number of expenditures remains the
same, while the number of students and
revenues drop, then the fund budget
will be about $30,000 in the hole by the
fall of 1979.
Wes Fagan, chairperson of the S.F.B.,
told the senators there were only three
alternatives to choose from concerning
the Student Activities funding:
1) Raise the Student Activity fee.
2) Restrictions across the board, all
organizations would be cut back by 10
percent.

MIT Sex Suit
Cambridge, Mass., May 18 - Recently
published "research" by two Massachusetts
Institute of Technology women under
graduates has resulted in possible dis
ciplinary proceedings against the women
and a campus newspaper and brought
controversy to the noted scientific school.
The findings reported the names and
rated sexual methodology of 36 male
undergraduates with whom the two women
said they had sexual relations.
The report, filled with explicit term
inology, was published in Thrusday, a
campus weekly, under the title "Consumer
Guide to M.I.T. Men." It was compiled by
two juniors, Susan Gilbert, a 20-year-old
biochemistry major, and Roxanne Ritchie,
and was published without the knowledge
or permission of t he men.
Officials of the institution have begun
disciplinary proceedings against the two
women, the publication's editor and another
student who suggested the project, which

could result in penalties as severe as
expulsion. The officials are also reported to
be considering revoking Thursday's student
activity status and its use of sch ool offices.
Thursday, which describes itself as an
alternative campus paper and traces its
origin of the late 1960's.
As the controversy intensified, Miss
Ritchi wrote an open letter to explain: "I
was hoping to increase the sensitivity of
men (all men, not the ones mentioned) by
turning the tables on them and showing
them how it feels to be used, to be treated
as a sex object, and to be judged for their
sexual performance.".
Miss Gilbert said in an interview that
the list of 36 men represented a
composite
of
the
two
women's
experiences since they had come to
M.I.T.
Reprinted from the New Yirk Times.

3) Complete elimination of certain
organizations.
Though no decisions were made
concerning complete elimination of some
organizations, the senators discussed the
possibility of cutting off funds to the
Women's Center and the Miss Trenton
State pageant.
Bierman said, "To simply call the
IMiss TSC pageant a "meat parade" would:
not be justifiable."
Donna Greene, Vice President of
Community Relations, added that if the
Miss TSC fund was cut from the
present $3,020 to the suggested $500,
then the program couldn't survive.
Greene said that the winner is no
longer granted a scholarship, the
majority of the cost goes to the printing
of the books needed, and that the Miss
TSC pageant is a preliminary for the
Miss New Jersey pageant.

RAGE FIVE

Concerning the justification of the
S.G.A., to cut back funds on particular
clubs or organizations, Greene said, "We
don't, have the rationalization. We don't
know how the money is spent."
"Let's look at the college and set up
priorities," Bierman said. "The budget
cannot continue to grow."
The main problem the senators face is
the new budget, which has been handed
down to them from the old S.G.A.
administration, does not contain enough
information to justify the complete cut
backs.
"This is a serious problem," Bierman
said as the motion to approve the
budget was passed and she invited all
the old S.G.A. senators and officers
to come to the next meeting to inform
the new members about the budget.

SGA And RHA
Pledge Sharing
by Susan Wolfson
A "c ommitment, to open agreement and
sharing" between the Student Govern
ment Association (SGA) and the Resident
Housing Association (RHA) has been made,
according to RHA advisor Vinnie Burns.
The move was made at a j oint meeting of
the two executive boards this past week in
an effort to "build better communication
between the two groups," said Doreen
Bierman, President of th e SGA.
As a result of t he commit ment two SGA
senators (both dormitory students) will be
chosen to sit on two RHA committees:
housing and food service. In addition, every
two weeks the two executive boards will
meet together to discuss the issues brought
up in e ach organization.
The RHA, which exists to satisfy resi
dents' needs and serves as a liason
between the student voice and the Housing
administration, should benefit from the
commitment now that the SGA has a link

to problems in the dorms, according to
Bierman.
"The RHA is slowly becoming t oowerful
organization," Bierman said. The t GA can
now " help to develop the RHA," she said.
Barbara Handler, president, of t he RHA,
feels that the commitment will be i benefi
cial to both the SGA and the RHA. "It. will
make both organizations more aware of
what each other is doing. It will provide
more resources for both organizations,"
Handler said.
"The SGA has to be more global," said
Burns. "The SGA is made up of department
representation and a large part of its
membership lives on campus," he said.
Thus, the attempt to have closer communi
cations is also of in terest to the SGA.
In making this commit
it is
important that "the RHA would not lose its
identity," said Handler.
"It's my feeling that the RHA can become
just as powerful as the SGA. I hope that it
is," said Bierman.

U.S. Students Apathetic
(CPS)-What is the mood of college
students according to the people who
are charged with reflecting and
affecting those attitudes?
A recent CPS survey of five college
newsmen on student newspapers at
Yale, UCLA, the University of Wiscon
sin at Madison, the University of Texas
at Austin, and Tulane University in
New Orleans, La., suggests that editori
al perceptions of college students'
attitudes and aims are remarkably
similar. In short, all five college news
paper representatives agreed that:
-students have become politically
apathetic:
-students are placing more emphasis
on obtaining high-quality educations and
on landing good jobs after graduation;
-demonstrations, if they have been
staged at all this academic year, have
been poorly attended in comparison to
the political rallies that occurred in the
late sixties and early seventies;
-students have been as apathetic
about
campus
issues,
including
widespread tuition hikes, as about
broader political concerns.
"We have all types of wheeling and
dealing in the administration-it's almost
like the Nixon Administration," observed
Barry Grey, staff writer for the UCLA
Daily Bruin. Still, "there is no political
resistance from the students.
Only a coalition of students, which
incorporated several political causes into
its platform, could drum up enough
support to stage a demonstration at
UCLA this year. Protesting layoffs of
teaching assistants and alleged racism
amongst Bruin staff members, around
300 noisy demonstrators recently
stormed the newspaper's offices.
"We got a call ahead of time from

the police," Grey recounted. "We locked
the doors and then we skedaddled."
Meanwhile, the demonstrators smashed
a pane glass door and departed, reap
pearing only when staff members ven
tured near the office.
"The campus has been very, very
quiet since the trial of Bobby Seale, in
1970," said John Harris, news editor of
the Yale Daily News. Although tu
ition and fees there have more than
doulbed since 1965 to around $7,000 per
year, Harris said students have not
complained. The black community at
Yale, he continued, has been alienated
by teh Marxist rhetoric of the radical
student leaders who remain.
At the University of Texas, Daily
Texan editor Dan Malone noted that
student apathy recently cost two
pro-student city council candidates the
election. In a city about 25 miles from
the LBJ Ranch, Malone observed that
the campus Young Democratic Club's
membership stands at about 100,
compared to around 500 members which
the campus Young Republicans boast.
Business, communications, engineering,
and law are the largest schools on the
campus, which has an enrollment of
over 40,000.
"It's much more difficult to get into
business and journalism school here,
now," echoed Alan Kammen, campus
editor of the Daily Cardinal at the
University of Wisconsin.
"The university has a politically active
past," he said, "but things are much
quieter now, probably because of the
recession."
Kammen noted that only eight
percent of the student body turned out
to vote in a recent student government
election at Madison.

In the next several years, he
anticipated that the university would
become "more professionally directed,
producing people who fit into science
and business rather than into liberal
arts."
Yale Daily News editor Harris
predicted, however, that the students'
"passive acceptance of what's going on"
will swing pendulum-like to civil diso
bedience and protest within several
years. Students this year, he said, are
more politically aware than they were
in the previous two years and protests
this year were "more forceful and
better attended" than any at ale since
1970.
Though a survey of five newsmen at
large universities in different regions
can hardly be accepted as com
prehensive, their virtually unanimous
judgments of student political attitudes
suggests that college editors think they
are dealing with people who care more
about secure personal futures than revo
lution or social and political change.
Even in the face of yawning apathy,
however, editors feel their papers can
offer direction and obtain results.
"I think the newspaper is the most
influential student organization on
campus," said Greg Ptachek, editor of
Tulane's newspaper, the Hullabaloo. "We
can change things by bringing publicity
to them."
Despite a fall survey which indicated
that a plurality of Austin students felt
the Texan did not "effectively represent
student opinion" (the Texan neglected to
print the results of the survey), editor
Malone felt that his editorials will be
able to persuade administrators to act
as long as the paper can "get past
knee-jerk criticism-our arguments ahve

to be reasoned out."
And Kammen, campus editor at the
Cardinal, said that publicity can some
times get action, but admitted that "The
more I work on the paper, the less
can judge what effect it's having on the
student body."
vUc^*/ 'V./.

• W e wish you a safe and

"Endless Summer
-The Signal Staff
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Cook: Honored Alumnus
Over 400 Trenton State College;
alumni returned to the Hillwood Lakes
campus on Saturday, May 7 for the
88th Annual Alumni Day. William W.
Cook, Class of '54, was honored as the
recipient of the Alumni Citation during
the luncheon program. The prestigious
award is granted annually by the
college as the highest honor to a
graduate.
Cook has been a teacher in public
schools and college. He is a poet and
editor, an actor and theatre director.
(Currently on leave from Dartmouth
College, where he is an associate profes
sor of English, he is a Teaching Fellow
at the University of Chicago.
In addition to a B.S. degree from
TSC, Cook has attended Rutgers
University and the U.S. Army Intelli
gence School in Ft. Holabird, Md. At

Dartmouth, Cook has served as advisor
of the Afro-American Students Asso
ciation and the Black Underground
Theatre Association; he is chairperson of
the English Department Committee on
Writing Prizes and a member of the
trustees' Committee on Equal Oppor
tunity. He will return to the Ivy
League in September as chairperson of
the Black Studies Program.
Cook's teaching . career includes
'experience in the Trenton and Princeton
Regional school sysifems. At Princeton
High School, he was chairperson of the
English Department from 1971-73. He
has also taught on a part-time basis at
Mercer County Community College and
Douglass College.
Very active in the National Council of
Teachers of English, he has served that
organization in many capacities. His

work in theatre has been extensive and
includes the Rider College Theatre theBucks County Theatre Company and the
Kuumba
workshop, where he is
presently an acting instructor. He has
been a lecturer and workshop leader for
numerous
schools
and
organ
izations, among which are Princeton and
Brandeis Universities, and the National
Conference of Christians and Jews.
Widely published, his writing includes
literary criticism, texts of lectures, and
poetry. His poetrv has appeared ini
Kitabu Cha Ua (formerly the Journal
of Black Poetry), in Drum, and in
Poems bv Blacks, III.
Among his honors are two nomina
tions for the Distinguished Secondary
Teacher Award at Princeton University
and the Education Citation from the

National Conference of Conference
Christians and Jews. In 1973, he wa s
Fellow of the Wilson College at Pn:«
ton University, and his most rectawards are a Humanities Develops
Grant from Dartmouth College and >appointment to the National Human:-;-.
Faculty.

Cook was valedictorian of the Class o ;
'54 at TSC, where he received the
Bessie S. Clark prize in human rela tions
He was also elected to Kappa Delta P
a national honor society in education.
In addition to speaking at the Alum:.
Day luncheon, Cook gave a reading of
his own poetry in the TSC Rathskeller
at 8:00v on the evening of Alumni D ay

"Mod Squad" At U. of Penn.
By Helaine Lasky
(CPS)--It was called the "Mod Squad."
A group of work-study students at
the University of Pennsylvania (UP)
were recruited by the University
security department last June to gather
information on several campus political
organizations including the Revolutionary
Student Brigade and the Young Socialist
Alliance, according to reports by the
Daily Pennsylvanian last March.
Now, almost a year later, a Univer
sity Council committee called the
Committee on Open Expression (COE)
has confirmed that information.
The case actually began in 1974 when
a UP student was charged with disrupt
ing a political science class. The student
was brought before an internal disciplin
ary body and an informal trial was held.
During the course of the trial, a police
record on the student was introduced
by Harold McGrath, campus supervisor
of detectives. Copies of those records
were sent to the head of the Philadelph

ia Police Bureau and the Philadelphia
branch of the FBI on orders by Colonel
Donald Shultis director of security and
safety at the University. Shultis, 59,
and security director for seven years,
resigned last week.
The COE report concluded that
Shultis had organized work-study
students to attend political meetings and
to infiltrate political organizations. The
students were sent in pairs and asked
to appear sympathetic to the organiza-.tions. The students were also asked to
file reports including names and physical
descriptions. The reports were used by
students and detectives.
In addition to work-study students,
others with drug charges and one
student with a burglary charge were
offered complete immunity from arrest
if they agreed to investigate student
organizations.
The COE also found that at one point,
McGrath asked a university secretary
for access to educational files, on an
Eastern exchange student. It was
suspected, but never confirmed, that the

student may have been Iranian.
The committee reports that an FBI
agent asked McGrath for the informa
tion, however, McGrath could not obtain
the files since the secretary refused to
release the information. The Daily
Pennsylvanian learned that had McGrath
received the files, he was prepared to
deliver them to the FBI.
Such an action would have violated
the Buckley amendment which prohibits
release of student files to anyone
without his or her permission.
An FBI agent in Philadelphia said he
was not aware of any contact between
the agency and either Shultis or
McGrath.
"Such contact is highly unusual...we
would never do anything like that," said
Jim Perry, FBI agent, concerning
charges that the FBI contacted or was
contacted
by
the
UP
security
department to investigate political
groups on campus.
The COE group received testimony
from seven work-study students, Shultis,
McGrath, several
professors, the

secretary involved and Edward Smith,
then a Philadelphia FBI agent and no *
head of security at Drexel University.
Shultis has not been heard from in
over three weeks, said a reporter at th e
Daily Pennsylvanian. "His car is not in
his parking space and he has just ab out
disappeared," the reporter said. Shultis
served in Vietnam as a military intelli
gence advisor and was director of
Intelligence for Pacific Overseas Airways
Corporation, a firm which is believed to
be a front for the CIA (A check with
the Senate Intelligence Committee cou ld
not confirm that, however.)
Students are demanding the resignstion of McGrath and have expressed
little faith in the COE.
"This committee has closed meetings
and has not made it proceedings pu blic,'
charged a member of the Committee to
End Campus Spying, which has fil ed f or
information under the freedom of
Information Act and .is considering
a lawsuit against the university.
"Its (COE) secrecy does little to
further student confidence in its
operations," the Committee contends.

Joyce Countiss Reinstated
By Joseph R. Perone
A decision by the Appellate Division
of New Jersey Superior Court last
week, which ordered the tenuring of a
former TSC instructor, was termed "a
victory" for faculty members by Arthur
Steinman, president of the American
Federation of Teachers (AFT) local
union.
The court ruling reinstated former
women's
basketball
coach, Joyce
Countiss, and ordered that she must be
returned to her job as a health and
physical education teacher with full back
pay.
"It's a victory in the sense that it
might help future faculty members,"
said Steinman. He indicated the decision
could.set a precedent by helping faculty
members who are involved "in future
sex tenure cases or minority discrim

ination which would be a violation of
their civil rights."
However, Steinman said he didn't
think the decision would affect the
recent tenure controversy involving
Percy "Doc" Dougherty of Geography
and Ken Kessin of Sociology.
TSC President, Clayton R. Brower,
disagreed with Steinman and said the
court ruling would not set a precedent
for future tenure disputes.
"I really don't think it's precedent
setting," said Brower, "but if we don't
appeal the decision then it would be the
first time in the college's history that
the Division of Civil Rights would
determine who receives tenure."
The president said the next step for
possible legal action, would be decided
by the state Attorney General's Office.
"They (the attornies for the college) are
studying the situation, now to determine
whether there will be an appeal," said

OFFICE OF COLLEGE RELATIONS

GRADES D UE-The Graduate Office would like to remind all professors
who teach graduate students that grades are due in the Registrar's Office
within 48 hours of the last class meeting. Specifically, this means, that
Monday class grades are due by 8:30 a.m. on Thursday, May 26. Tuesday class
gTades are due by 8:30 a.m. on F riday, May 27; Wednesday and Thursday
class grades are due by 8:30 a.m., Tuesday, May 31. This ismost important if
records are to be cleared for those students who are graduating on June 1.

Brower.
Countiss, was dismissed by the college
in 1973, for not making fast enough
progress towards a Ph.D. degree.
Countiss argued that her workload was
heavier than the other teachers, and
therefore, she was prevented from mak
ing satisfactory progress towards a
doctorate.
She also claimed that her tenure
denial was due to sex discrimination,
because of her activism in women's
rights. But former department chairper
son, Kenneth Tillman, denied that her
participation in the feminist movement
affected the decision, because he was
unaware of her involvement.
Countiss had previously won in a
decision by the state Division of Civil
Rights, and claimed that 11 of the 13
tenured male faculty members of the
Department of Health and Physical
Education did not have their Ph.D.'s at
the time.
Sources have told The Signal, that an
underlying factor in the Countiss case
involves the politics of Packer Hall, i.e.,
certain members of the department did
not want to see Countiss reappointed
because of individual personality clashes.
President Brower, said he had no
prior knowledge of any bad relations,
between Countiss and his office.
However, the president did indicate that
he "heard of some friction within the
department" but declined to comment
further because he said he "could not

speak for them (the Physical Education
Department)."
However, department chairperson,
William Fassbender, denied that he had
any knowledge of "friction between
Countiss and other faculty members.
"She (Countiss) was only here for
three years, so I don't know about am
friction between her and other faculty
members," said Fassbender.
"Tenure is a difficult thing to deter
mine, but I don't think it will set a
precedent and it probably wont afKthe tenure decision of Dougherty an
Kessin," he said.
.
Fassbender said he wasnt sure t
Countiss would come back to Trenton
State, because "she may or may not
decide to keep her present job 35
Associate Athletic Director of ^e-'
Chester State College."
At press time, Countiss was una\
able for comment.
However, Fassbender, said t a*
Countiss' job in the Department 0
Athletics at Westchester State was
a tenured position, and that she mig
return to the Hillwood Lakes campus,
receive tenure as a faculty member.
"She could come back here as 3
tenured instructor, of Health and
Physical Education," said Fassbender,
"but it would be up to the office o
athletics, as to whether she would be a
coach again, and if she was appointed,
to that position, she would be an
adjunct or part-time coach, independen.
of her teaching responsibilities.
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Students Win Honors
By Mark Powell
Three Trenton State College students
nlaced 1st. 2nd, and 3rd in the IEEE
(Institute of Electronics and Electrical
Engineers) regional contest. Jack Grant,
Wally McLeod and Roger Bessler (lst<s
2nd and 3rd respectively) won cash
prizes ($200, $100, and $50) for technical
papers submitted to the IEEE.
Each student's paper is written on a
practical device and must be presented
orally as part of the competition. The
students also build the devices and
demonstrate them.
The IEEE has ten geographic regions
in the world, Region I being New York,
New Jersey and New England.
Bessler designed a tactile device for
hearing, a device that would allow deaf
people to interpret speech by means of
vibratory patterns on the skin. Bessler,
working as research assistant, to Katz
would like to make the device wearable.
The device can be used anywhere on
the body, primarily the hand, and Katz
hopes it will be used as a learning aid
in Deaf Education.
The college will receive a plaque for
the first-place winner and each student's
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paper will be published next year by
IEEE.
Dr. Allen Katz, chairperson of
Engineering Technology, said it is the
first time in the history of Region I
thaj, the same college has swept the
honors Katz feels it is a great
accomplishment since the students had
to compete against big name colleges
like Cornell as well as many technical
schools.
Grant, McLeod and Bessler also
placed 1st, 3rd and 4th respectively in
the MCS ( Metro politan Student Council),
a sub-regional division of the IEEE,
again winning cash prizes of $200, $100,
and $50.
Grant designed a device to test
integrated circuits for defects with a
micro-computer. McLeod designed a
computerized method to test the
frequency response of audio amplifiers.
Frequency response is the ability of an
anplifier to accurately reproduce a signal
(such as a signal that a cartridge picks
up from a record).
That signal can be anywhere in the
human range of sound (20 Hz-20,000 Hz)
and McLeod's device would tell how
accurately
the
sound
is
being
reproduced.

Exit Interviews Aid Students
By Jayne Richards
If for some reason you decide to
leave the hallowed halls of this fine
institutuion, the Office of Dean of
Students recommends an exit interview
first.
The reason for the interview accord
ing to Sheila Fleischman, Assistant to
the Dean of Students, is to inform the
student of refunds, readmissions and
grades.
"The simplest procedure in this school
is to leave it" says Ms. Fleischman. But
before' the student leaves they want
them to be informed.
There are two ways to leave the
school, at the end of the semester or
during the course of the semester. If
you decide to leave at the end of the
semester there is no real hassle.

All the interview is for is to make
things more personal for the student, to
let the student know that he or she is
not just a number in some computer,
according to Ms. Fleischman.
Also included in the interview the
student might need to know about
records or readmission to the school. If
the student leaves with a good academic
record, there is usually no problem
about readmitted, says Ms. FleischmanNow, if a student decides to leave
during the semester, he or she should
definitely have the interview. Why?
Well for one reason, the student should
know what if any refunds are due to
him, he should also know what his
grades are, if he is flunking at the time
he wants to withdraw then his grades
will be a WF.

There are times according to Ms.
Fleischman when it is recommend to the
student to stay in classes, just to try
and raise his grades to passing.
If this student wants to be readmittd it is much trickier, since the
department the student wants to get
into has say over whether or not he
gets back in.
And some departments have higher
standards than the college itself, says
Ms. Fleischman.
Another reason the Office of Dean of
Students recommend the interviews is
so the college can keep their records up
to date.
A student has to go through the
Office of Dean of Students to be official
ly recognized as no longer attending

Trenton State, otherwise the student
will just be listed as a student who
failed to register for the new term.
Finally why did several hundred kids
leave Trenton State last year? Well
according to Ms. leischman, there were
a number of reasons. The most promi
nent being students who decided to
transfer to other schools. This reason is
followed by students who just want to
take some time off from school and the
third reason being finances.

Ms. Fleischman remarked that a lot of
this was seen last year due to the
increase in tuition.
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The Signal may be closing np shop for another year, but we still need help for next ycjr
The collage below Is asampling of some of the bigger stories the Signal for ran for last
year. If yon like to get involved in student affairs please drop a post card to the Signal
Write:

The Signal The Student Center, Trenton, State College

Blackout Provides Light for Crime
By Debbie Gardner
and John Andrew Harnes

Straight Dope

Drug Bu

By Joseph R. Perone
Are your friends melting away before
your eyes? Does your heart feel like a Keith
Moon drum solo? Does your brain feel like it
wants a divorce from your skull? Does
everything seem kind of cloudy and incoherent?
II the answer to any of the above
questions was "yeah man," then you are: a)
probably on drugs; b) probably attending
Trenton State College; or c) probably doing
both.
Because of the great interest in the drug
culture by narcs and addicts alike. The
Signal has decided to publish it's own
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survival manual on how to deal »; •
dealers, what to wear when tri pping a.-how to cope with a head full of T HC world full of bozo brains .
So, we're exhaling our own ir
collections of Do's and Don'ts for D rug,and a complete "menu" of popu lar n andelicacies.
If you do by chance happen to sa mpthese street treats, we must ask you, '
"Buyer", to beware. Make sure .
purchase only name-brand merchant
from reputable distributers. Getting ar»
cheapo high on inferior products might >
easier on your stash cash but it als o run.the risk of givi ng your body that " livec:
look.
Anyway, you b arbiturate burnouts, tb
list of han dy hints is not meant toencoun:
students to buy drugs on cam pus a s T "
Signal ardently opposes the abuse of t hese
nasty, nasty chemicals.
But unlike the coked-out collect
administration, The Signal is rea li<:
enough to recognize that while th ere i s a
demand, there will be a supply .
So, if we can't convince yo u per verted
pill-poppers to take up something m ore
constructive like crocheting or a uto th e!;
and you're totally committed to a ttend::c
those snort-ins where THC is the A iug
de jour , then who are we to ca st the first
roach clip?
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Mexican, $20 to 25 an ounce
Columbian, $35 to 40+ an O UIK
Acapulco Gold, $45+ an ou nct
Hawaiian, $145 to $200 an O UIK
to $7 a gram
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{Spartan Gains On
By Mark Magyar
The New Jersey State
Board of Higher Education
approved a budget Friday
which would provide a 23
percent
appropriation
increase for the eight
'n f'scal
year 1977-1978
The
$85.1
million
appropriation, *hen
when
coupled with $51.9 million
received for tuition and
other fees, would give the
state college system an
operating budget^ of $137
million, a $15.9 million
-ncrease over last year's
budget.
But
Trenton
State

This year's state college
budget was slashed 0.6
percent from the budget
for fiscal year 1975-1976,
while every other public
institutional sector in the
New Jersey system of
higher
education
was
awarded
an
increase
ranging from 5.5 to 17.4
percent.
"Our considered judgment is that the State
Colleges' resource base
must be improved if they
are
to
survive
as
institutions of academic
quality,"
the
Budget
Report . stated.
"The
recurrent fiscal crisises of
the past three years have

pay increments given V
by faculty and cer'
other staff, the ad
net
State
appropriation
colleges actor
between
1975-1976 a
1976-1977..."
The $383 mill?
approved by tb
Board of Higher Eo
represents ? $52
increase over 1appropriation,
which will
the gov
state
trimming, u
•$97.1
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Early Childhood
Alumnus
Education
Donates Carillon
By Lori Maitin
The Early
Childhood- Elementary
Student Organization (ECESO) held a
student/faculty
coffee
hour,
last
Wednesday afternoon, to introduce the
newly elected officers and to meet the
professors of
the
Early
Child
hood
and
Elementary
Education
Department.
Lori Maitin, president of ECESO,
explained some of the upcoming events
for next semester.
One will be a Big Brother/SisterLittle Brother/Sister program.
She encouraged upperclassmen to
correspond with incoming freshman
during the summer to orient them to our
college as well as the departments.
The rest of the ECESO board are:
Patty Alspach, vice president; Suzanne
Davis, corresponding secretary; Kathy
Macklin, recording secretary; Patty
Thall, treasurer; Donna Warwick,
publicity chairman; Cindy Lunger, social
chairman; and Kathy Ackerman, co-op
erating Student/Faculty.
Maitin hopes that students interested
in the organization will join to help
make it a strong, unified group.
"We need all the help and par
ticipation from dedicated people that we
can get," said Maitin.
Students interested in joining the or
ganization and participating in the Big
Brother/Sister-Little
Brother-Sister
program may leave their name, summer
address, and next year's address in the
ECESO mailbox in room 308, EB.

Council, and Governor on the Board of
Gorvernors of Muhlenberg Hospital.
Trenton State 'College
honored
Johnson in 1972 with its Alumni Cita
tion, awarded annually to an outstanding
graduate. He is listed in Who's Who in
America and Who's Who in Finance and
Lowell F. Johnson, Trenton State Industry, and is a member of Phi Delta
Kappa.
College Trustee since 1972 and graduate
of TSC's class of '34, has made a gift to
the College of a $7000 Schulmerich
"Coronation" Carillon. The Carillon was
dedicated on Alumni Day, May 7, when
over 400 alumni listened as the bells
rang TSC's Alma Mater across the
campus.
Deriving its name from the historic
For the fifth consecutive summer, the
bells which rang at the coronation of
Division of Industrial Education and
Queen Elizabeth, this instrument
Technology
of Trenton State College is
provides the tonal equivalent of 79,462
offering a series of tuition free Tools
pounds of cast bells tuned to the finest
and Materials Workshops. Designed to
English standards.
provide elemntary and special education
The carillon, which consists of 25
teachers
with the skills for conducting
miniature bell units of bronze bell metal
tool-material
activities in elementary
struck bv metal hammers, is tuned to
within l/20th of o ne percent perfect pitch. school classrooms, one-week sessions will
be
held
from
June 20-24, June 27-July
Specially designed, electronic equipment
amplifies the bell tones over 100,000 1, July 11-15, and July 18-22.
Each workshop will meet Monday
times to produce tones which are
through Friday from 9:00 to 4:00 for a
considered superior to those of
total
of 30 hours, and will consist of
traditional cast bells of massive pro
lectures, demonstrations, laboratory ac
portions.
Johnson, a resident of
North tivities and field trips. A major portion
Plainfield, is vice-president of American of time will be spent in laboratory
Home Products Corporation in New sessions, where participants will learn
York. He is also director of United the use of tools and materials and how
to devise related activities for young
National Ban and holds membership on school
children.
the Labor Relations Committee of the
Participants will receive one semester
U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the
National Labor Panel of the American hour of graduate credit, for which they
Arbitrational Association and the must register by June 6. There is no
charge for this workshop.
Conference Committee of Aging and
Robert Weber, coordinator of the TSC
Aged, among others.
Chairman of the Executive Committee program, notes that "teachers, elementa
ry
school principals, and adminis
of the American Heart Association, he
is director of the National Health trators have all documented the fact
that this has been a very worthwhile

Free Workshop

experience for them." He points out
further that the importance of these
workshops is that "the transfer from
the workshop through the teachers to
the elementary school children is very
realistic." .
For information, contact Robert
Weber,
Division
of
Industrial
Education
and
Technology
at TSC, or call (609) 771-2536.

TSC Alumni
Elect Officers
Six Central Jersey residents have
been elected as officers of the Alumni
Association at Trenton State College.
Rosalie S. Bogart of Ringoes will
serve as president of the 25,000-member
organization during the 1977-78 year. A
kindergarten-primary teacher at East
Amwell School in Kingoes, Bogart was
first vice-president of the Alumni Asso
ciation during the past year.
Other new officers inlcude Robert c.
Newman of Toms River, 1st vice
president; Majorie Jelinek Berrien of
Ewing Township, Trenton, 2nd vice
president; Alfred W. Bridges also of
Ewing, treasurer; and Marion C.
Hackett of Bloomsbury, secretary. The
immediate past-president is Robert A.
Schmidt of Willingboro.
The Alumni Executive Board is govern
ing body for the Alumni Association
which supports and implements services
and programs for all graduates of the
college. Campus activities currently
include an alumni Scholar program,
student loan program, and funding for
projects that benefit various college
departments.
•

Fred Hahn
drawing. He may return to teaching
after that. He will fill the rest of his
Fred Hahn has retired after' 13 years time in pursuit of his diverse interests,
as professor of History at Trenton State "Itenerant" portraiture, building, playing
College. Among nis numerous contribu better tennis, reading, painting skies,
tions to the History Department, he and travel."
introduced and expanded the area of
Soviet and Eastern European studies.
He has applied his scholarship and'
personal experience to enhancing the
department's offerings in the study of
international communism.

Herman Ward

Hahn, among his other achievements
was a reporter at Orly field when
Charles Lindbergh landed in May of
1927.

Robert Burns
Robert Burns, a resident of Princeton,
New Jersey is retiring aafter 25 years
of service to Trenton State Collge. A
member of the art faculty since 1952,
and its chairperson from 1955-66, Burns
has left his artistic and educational
mark on TSC. He designed the college
seal, the mace, and the Centennial seal,
and conceived the design of the panels
and lighting for the first art gallery on
campus. His portraits of the buildings'
namesakes hang in the Roscoe L. West
Library, Decker and Brewster Hall, and
in Armstrong Hall. He was chairperson
for two years of the Danforth
Committee,
which
administered a $10,000 grant, and was
president of the AAUP.
_
Recently the subject ot a retrospec
tive exhibit in the TSC gallery, Burn's
work includes a wide variety of art
styles. In addition to his portraits, his
illustrations, have appeared in the five
volume English Language
Series,
published by Henry tlolt, and numerous
juvenile biographies for Julian Messner,
Inc.. and Abington Cokesbury, Inc., to
name two. His sketches during the 1970
Addonizio Trial were broadcast nightly
over Channel 2, WCBS-TV.
In the first year of his retirement,
Burns hopes to complete .,a book on

Herman Ward began teaching in the
Trenton State College English Depart
ment in 1947. Always a scholar, he has
travelled extensively to enhance his
teaching. Ward was in Iceland and
Greece on Fulbright lectureships, and
was TSC exchange professor to the
University of Frankfurt, Germany.
At TSC, Ward originated many
courses, among them the graduate
courses in Greek Literature and Irish
Literary Renaissance. He was the
founder of
the student literary
magazine, "Chimes," and served as the
advisor for 10 years. He was also
advisor to The Signal for 11 years.
Among his publications,., are The
English Teacher's Handbook of Ideas,
and his doctoral dissertation, Byron and
the Magazines, 1806-1824. An anthology
of poetry selected by high school
students, now in its 12th printing,
Poems for Pleasure was published in
1963.
Ward's poetry appears in various
magazines and in anthologies. He has
published a single volume of his poetry
entitled Three Voices. He recently won
third prize in an international poetry
contest for a poem entitled "Bird
Sanctuary," and has been poet-in-residence at Purnell School in Pottersville,
NJ for the past three years.
A college in the English Department
outlines the diversity of Ward's, career
and interests: "He is a teacher, curric
ulum consultant, cross-country skier,
amateur, blacksmith, beekeeper, farmer,
violinist, jogger, poet, essayist . husband
and father." His plans ior ihe future
include the pursuit of all of these.

the TSC faculty and interacting with
students.

Michael Kline
With 13 years as director of Student
Teaching and Placement, and five years as
director of Academic Career Planning
and Placement at Trenton State College,
Michael Kline has served the college
well in guiding students toward profes
sional employment. In the former
position he restructured the Student
Teaching and Placement Office to
provide effective services for students in
their internship experience in preparation
for careers in education. As the college
became a multipurpose institution, he
structured his placement efforts to
prepare students for seeking careers in
business, industry, and government as
well as in education,
Kline holds membership in several
honorary organizations, among which are
Phi Delta Kappa, Kappa Delta Pi, and
inclusion in the Dictionary of Interna
tional Biography. He is co-founder of
the New Jersey Inter-College Council on
Student Teaching, and one ot tne mew
JerseyPlacement Group. In 1976, he or
ganized the first joint conference of the
New Jersey State Department of Labor
and Industry and Placement officers of
New Jersey Colleges and Universities.
Among his publications; are a Guide
for Career Placement and A Master
Guide for Student Teaching. Kline
intends to spend his retirement writing,
and will continue his golf, tennis, and
bowling.

Elizabeth
Strouse
After 11 years with the Trenton State
College Department of Elementary and
Early Childhood Education, Elizabeth
Strouse is retiring. She says, "I have
very much enioved being a member of

An active civic leader, Strouse has
served on various committees in the
NJEA, is a member of the AAUW, was
chairperson
of
the
Scholarship
Committee at the Flemington's Women's
Club, President of the Flemington-Raritan Teachers Association, and is a
member of several other organizations.
Now vice president of the NJ Button
Club, she is a collector specializing in
"paperweight buttons." She plans to
spend much of a busy retirement travel
ing in the U.S.
and Europe.

Arthur Smith
Arthur Smith is retiring from the
Trenton State College Music Department
after 25 years as a voice professor. A
testimony to his expert instruction is
found in the accomplishments of his
students.
Tim Nolen a 1963 graduate who
appeared in a TSC production of "The
Telephone," a Menotti opera, has been
singing roles with the San Francisco
opera for the past 10 years. He has also
appeared in leading roles with the
Chicago Opera Company. Debra Rebetje,
another pupil of Smith's who graduated
last spring, was the first place winner
of the Overman Award for voice last
year.
In 1956, Smith
produced
and
conducted the first opera ever presented
by the TSC Music Department. The
work was Gian-Carlo Menotti's opera
"The Consul" presented as part of the
college Centennial year productions.
A native Californian, Smith has an
A.B. degree from Fresno State College,
and an M.A. from Columbia University.
Smith and his wife plan to resettle in
Arizona.
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Editorials

Questions

During the year, several issues arose and were covered by T he Signal.
Now that we have reached the end of the spring semester, we would like t o
know the answers to the following questions:
I) Will the problems that arose this year in the new All College
Disciplinary Board (ACDB) be rectified? Will s tudents still get artitrary
rulings? Will th e obvious conflict of interest that arises from having the
Dean of S tudents chair the board while his subordinate brings charges
continue?
2) Will Joyce Countiss return to her job after winning two-sex
discrimination rulings in court? Or, will the college spend more tax-payers'
dollars by re-appealing the decision of a previous judge?
3) After postponing, the administrative hearing indefinitely, on a
professor, who allegedly withheld a grade for sexual favors, will the college
administration inform the students of the status of the hearing? Or, will they
attempt to sweep the whole issue under the rug?
4) Wnen will th e Housing Department get out of our Student Center?
5) Will the Women's Studies receive full academic and financial support as
Black Studies has received?
6) If and when t he water tower is ever taken down, what if a nything will
be put in i ts place?
7) Will there be re-examination of the training and the hiring of
thejob"?^ a<^v'sors (CA's), so that the most competent students will ge t
8) Will the college administration become more open and honest in its
dealings with students?
9) Whatever happened to the Administrative-Faculty Evaluations? Is the
SGA still going to push for them?
10) Will TSC get back from other sources, the $60,000 i t will lose in
financial aid u nder the new restructured Tuition Aid Grant Program?
II) Will the Student Finance Board allow expenditures for items the state
and college sh old pay for, instead of using student funds? Or, will the
students get shafted again, like they did on the Student Center?
12) How long will TSC lose great new faculty as a result of the "freeze" in
the tenure system? Under these conditions, how can TSC remain appealing
to potential students?
13) With the American Federation of Teachers (AFT) contract up for
negotiation next year, will there be another strike, using students, as
leverage?
14,* How many times did the students get shafted this year? We lost count.

"THE AGONV AMD "THE ECSTASY

Auld Lang Syne
Well folks, we lasted through another year. It has been a long y- '
and we as students deserve a huge pat on the back for surviving:
rigors of another school year.
Partying, Pub, all the dope we have taken, and the mass org ies in
the dorm, all take their toll on our bodies, which can on ly ta ke s<
much. The summer will give us a much needed vacation,
recuperate, from the aforementioned rigors of student life,
prepare for next year.

IN "THE LAST" EPISODE, P ICK" TELLS C VWiP ABOUT HIS F OREIGN AFFAIRS A ND HIS
IMPRESSIONS OF NlRtT A, LEONID, AND M AO'S HA NDS AMP P CETtVOIlNESE
Girl aides, henrv; dick: said, disparaged bill as 'a leaker' and john
A'POTENTIAL R IVAL', SO D ICK DR OPPED JO HN TO AMDlD fAMILK SPLIT. H EWCV
UKEDC6LE8RTTV SETAND PRPD VOKAS. PIC K 10LD HENGK1& fiEdALL IOT&U)lf€. *
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We've had a lot of fun, this last school year, and now it
all of us to go our separate ways for the summer recess, ine
friendships, fun and frustration, and enjoyable experiences, art
memories which will last a lifetime.
,. ,
It is time, for us to say good-bye, to all of the new lrien have made, and all of the old friends, who are finally ST, u,
Some of these friends, we will never see again, but we will
-y_
cherish the experiences we have had with them. After ,sPe .,
several years with some of the members of the class of
• ^
tough for all of us to say good-bye to some of t hese people,
be mis sed.
.
,,vfl
We at The Signal, are no different. We are '°fsinS^
graduation, and for other reasons, some of our closest frien ,
we will always remember.
Like the rest of you, we have made friendships, which wi ll las'
lifetime. We share a lot of memories, like you, that we *
forget. To the "old guard" of the Staff, who are veterans,
^
Signal crusades, who know who they are, we say good-bye wi
love, and we wish all of you the best luck for the future.
For the relatively new members, of the Staff, who we have ^
for only a short time, who are also leaving, we'd like to say
for your loyalty, dedication, and your help. We couldnt have
without you. And these people know who they are.
.
We would also like to wish you the same good luck tor
future.
,j
For all the present members, who haven't been lucky en°"-yer
either graduate, or escape from the Signal, we will see you ne
To all of the friends of the Signal-students, faculty, and
trators, we would like to wish you a happy, and safe sum
will see you next year.
Special thanks to our advisors, Nadine Shanler Schwartz and ^
Barto for putting up with our late night calls, and our own f' •
righted brand of insanity.
. ..
To ouT friends of the Student Government, the rest of the icitants of the Student Center basement, and other student orgajj
tions we are associated with, who ahve not been fortunate enoug'
graduate, we will see you again next year.
r o r a ll o u r f r i e n d s w h o a r e l e a v i n g o r g r a d u a t i n g t h i s y ear, m }
we don t see each other in the not to distant future, we can N* •
get together again, at our class reunion, whenever that may be.
the drinks will all be on the college.
Take it easy.
,
And, as the song goes, "We will raise a cup of kindness frien
the days of Auld Lang Syne."
All editorials are the opinion of the Editor In-Chief unless otherwise noted.
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Illegal Abortion:
The Winner

The Loser:

•

L E G AL

ADVISOR

f TSC *
FACULTY

The Kangaroo Courtis Now In Session"
Hie Signal has some very talented people working for us, and it is a rare
opportunity that allows us a chance to feature one of our own. Mark Smith,
former Sign al Art Director not only did the above sam ples of edito rial page art
but he also did mo st e rf the grap hics that appe ared on a minu tes noti ce when we
didn't have en oughcopy to fill the space or when we lost a
picture, for the past
three years. Mark also did wo rk on the ads that ap peared in the Signal, giving
them a professional appearence . —WLH
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Good Luck To All

To The Editor:
,
I would like to wish each of you much success as you complete v •
examinations this spring. I would also like to congratulate the graduating studeon completion of their college career and wish them well as they go on to job;
graduate school, or other endeavors.
I hope that those of you who wiu
returning to Trenton State in the fall will have an enjoyable and restful summer"
This has been a good year for many of us at the campus, from the opening of t he
Student Center, to the success we've experienced as we've worked and learr
together throughout the year.
Good luck to all of you.
Sincerely,

Work For ECESO
To the Editor, (and to the campus community,- particulary Signe Dreyer):
Yes, there is an Early Childhood Elementary Student Organization. In response
to the letter "Too Little, Too Late" we would like to clarify a misunderstanding
and some misinformation that was printed in the May 17 issue of The Signal.
This is the busiest time of the semester, but not only for you. It is busy for all
the students and teachers, but others, including those in J.P.E. have found the
time to attend the meetings.
In the letter it was stated that you would never leave early from school because
your priorities are in school.
You were correct in stating that we did have J.P.E. last semester.
Our
priorities were also in the school. In fact, during our J.P.E. we attended school
every Wednesday for a full day.
The meetings during that semester were always held on Wednesdays.
There was a meeting held on Wednesday, October 20, Wednesday, November 10, and a
coffee hour on D ecember 1 with the faculty.
All these events were held at 3 p.m. For the convenience of those who cannot
attend on Wednesday, meetings were held on Thursday, October 21 and Thursday,
November 11 at 1 p.m. These meetings covered the same information as Wednesday
meetings.
We attended to our obligations at school on these Wednesdays and Thursdays,
yet we still made it back on campus in time to organize and run these meetings.
Because of the fact that we have been permitted to leave the school early, we
checked with the faculty to see if this privilege still held true this semester for
J.P.E. students.
The faculty affirmed that this privilege still does stand because you would not be
interfering with your obligations to the school. Where there is a will, there is a
way.
Next, we would like to comment on publicity. The ECESO has publicized events
through a variety of media and means on this campus. Every time we have an
event, a notice of the event is given to The Signal, WTSR, and Today at Trenton
to be publicized.
A notice is also posted on the TV in the Student Center as well as posters
which are placed in the dorms and various buildings on campus, including the
Education Building. We even had notices drawn up and sent to every teachei in
the Early Childhood and Elementary department for them to read to their
students. We wish to emphasize that a special notice was sent to the teachers to
read to the students concerning the recent elections for the ECESO and the
student faculty coffee hour.
If a notice is not publicized through one of the media we have previously
mentioned, it is due to circumstances beyond our control. .
Perhaps there is more we could have done. However, the group dedicated to
organizing the ECESO was very small.
We, therefore, needed to expand the size of the core group to include more
people who would commit themselves to the organization.
Hence, the need to hold an election as soon as possible. On May 11, the officers
for the coming year were elected.
Now, with a complete executive board and a schedule of events for the summer
and next semester, we believe that this organization is successfully on its way.
To conclude, we would like to mention that we are two very concerned students
who have put forth alot of effort to get this organization "off the ground".
To write about being concerned is one thing, but to act on concern is something
else. We hope you and others will join us in the work of the organization.
Patricia Alspach
Donna Warrick

Memories Of TSC
To the Editor.
NThis academic year has been one of transition.
Many problems we faced several
years ago are little remembered. Other, new challenges loom on the horizon. We
cannot forget that the income tax. which has provided much needed property tax
relief to New Jersey's home owners, will "self destruct" next year. Will we soon
face a new round of threats to our fiscal resources?
. S'^f,of chanse and growth around us. The Student Center has, indeed, proven
to be the center of campus life. Grass is slowly replacing the mud of past years,
the loveliness of the dogwoods and azaleas make us forget the bitter winter.
And now many happy memories come to mind -- Parents' Day, the football
team s great win over Glassboro, the Radiothon's success, our own concert band
serenading passersby at the Student Center, the Friendship Days.
Faculty have offered many intellectual challenges. They have'dared you to think,
to reflect, to examine the old as well as the new, to keep what is true and discard
what is false or ineffective.
Students sigh with relief at the completion of their last papers, last exams, and
look forward - some to the end of their years here as they graduate on June 1
some to a summer of rest.
May you all enjoy the months ahead and return, renewed in body and spirit to
another year of challenge.
Have a happy summer.
Clayton R. Brower

Jere D. Paddack
Dean of Students

Mistakes
Won't Happen Again
To The Editor:
I'd like to clarify a statement that I made in the May 5 issue of Utimiw
Umana. Two weeks ago, two reporters from this paper approached me and asked :
I thought the outcome of the election (making reference to the disqualification o t
Ron Morrison) was fair. The question I was asked and the question that appears:
in Campus Speak Out were two different questions.
The question I was asked, as I understood it, involved the outcome of the
election-in relation to Ronnie's disqualification. The question printed in UtiirnUmana concerned requirements of the election process for the Student Represent!
tive to the Board of Trustees. It asked students to comment on the fact tfe a:
Ronnie was disqualified from running for the office. THERE'S A BIG
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ASKING ONE'S OPINION ABOUT THE OUTCOME O F
AN ELECTION AND ASKING ONE'S OPINION ABOUT AN S.G.A. COMMITTEE
THAT FAILS TO FOLLOW CERTAIN PROCEDURES REGARDING THE
RUNNING OF AN ELECTION!
I'd like to answer the question as it was asked in the paper (namely, do I feel
the procedure of the election was fair)..I feel that the S.G.A. committee, charged
with the responsibility of carrying out the procedures of the election, failed to
follow the requirements of the election as instructed. The impresssion Eve re ceived,
from talking to the committee members, is that everybody thought everyone els e
had checked on the election requirements, but the end result was just the opposite
Everyone left it up to each other to become aware of the requirements to ru n in
the election. In the end, nobody realized the error until the last minute.
If I were a minority student at TSC, I would be suspicious of the fact thai
Ronnie was disqualified. I would also be inclined to question the manner in wh ich
the election was carried out. This might be accomplished by submitting a petitioned
resolution to the S.G.A. or to the Dean of Students, protesting the manner in
which the election requirements were publicized, etc.
Don't feel it would be in our best interest to make an issue of this el ection as tj
further than this. Let me explain to you why As your representative on the B oard
of Trustees, I hold the responsibility of representing some 12,000 students on thi s
campus at Board meetings, all-college committee meetings, discussions with Dr
Brower, administrators, student organizations, plus groups outside the colelge, i.e .
tne state legislature. Bear m mma tnat this is the hrst time we nave nau »
student representative on the Board of Trustees. This position is so new, that the
potentials, as far as influencing decisions made by the groups I iust mentioned.
unlimitied. The point I'm trying to make is that I wouldn't want the creaioim. oi
this newly elected student position, which holds so much promise, to become
jeopardized because some people want to prove a point.
The point has already been made, the mistakes have already been identified, and
it will not happen again.
For the sake of the 12,000 students at Trenton State College, I hope youT
understand what's at stake on this issue, and take this into consideration if a nu
when protest of this election procedure is lodged.
Respectfully submitted,
Neal Eisenstein
Student Representative to
the Board of Trustees

Thanks To Mail Room
To the Editor,
I would like to express a very sincere "thank you" to all the gnjs 'n .
mailroom (Steve, Frank, Roy, Henry, and Earl) for their consideration and e.p
getting The Signal delivered this past year.
A special thanks goes to Mr. Hugh Lake, who runs the entire show,
understanding and help proved to be of immense value.
Sincerely,
John Wandishin
Circulation Manager of The Signal

Good-Bye And Thanks
To The Editor:
i
I would like to thank my friends, students, colleagues, and others who a^[oJ
source of support and of in spiration to me. Goodbye to all (for now!) and good 'U;
Best wishes,
Ken Kessin
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Signal Alumnus
Says Good-Bye
To the Editor,
It isn't easy saying good-bye to all the freinds I've made during my four years
with The Signal.
Thereare many memories that I will always treasure.
Thank you to all the people who helped me put out a paper each week while I
was editor-in-chief. I couldn't have done it without you.
An extra special thanks to: Gale S., for her laughter which helped me keep my
sanity on Mondays; Janey for her moral support and her honesty; Wilson for his
confidence in me and last but not least. Bob Cole, for being the best Prof. I've
ever had. I wish all The Signal editors and staff good luck in the future.
Good luck to the new leaders of WTSR. This was the best radiothon yet.
Here's to $7000 for next year.
I hate saying good byes (I cry easily) so forgive me if I don't personally say
good-bye to some of you.

It's Not Easy

With love,
Kathi Scull
Class of 1977

To the Editor,
I was extremely disappointed to read the letter last week concerning the Early
Childhood and Elementry Student Organization (ECESO).
Signe deeply criticized the girls who tried so desperately to pull the organization
together. How many meetings did she attend last semester? How often did she
offer her assistance in running around, trying to get through re tape to form a
new club? It is not an easy task to accomplish especially when everybody is not
on your side.
As evident from the advertisements in memos, The Signal and Today at Trenton,
this past week we had a student/faculty coffee hour.
However, I do not see Signe Dreyer's name on our sign-in sheet.
We
accomplished a lot at the coffee hour but the most important which surfaced was
our effort and enthusiasm that we all share in working with and for ECESO.
I would like to think that Signe would like to congratulate and support the new
officers of the club. If she still wishes to be a part of us, she may leave her
name and address in our mailbox in Rm. 308 Education building.
She would be
more than welcome.
Sincerely,
Lori Maitin
((President of ECESO)

"

Editor's note: Saying goodbye is tough for us also, especially to some of our
friends whom we might never see again. Kathi, we might not have always seen
eye-to-eye, but that happens when you stay up to all hours and practically live
with your colleagues under the deadline pressure. We [The Signal Staff] will miss
you, and the other people who are leaving us through graduation and other
reasons. Somehow, the Student Center, with it's sterile atmosphere doesn't quite
have the same meaning for us that our old offices in Ely and Phelps did. We had
a lot of fun and a lot of frustration both there [and here] and we shared in both.
Besides Kathi Scull, The Signal will also lose other friends: To Janie Cihanowicz,
Business Manager for four years, the SFB still can't figure out how you did it.
We will miss you. John Cahill, sports editor, who picked up the ball and ran
with it, we thank you for carrying on the fine tradition of THE BEST SIGNAL
SPORTS DEPARTMENT EVER. To John Harnes, who almost recieved tenure as
news editor, we will miss your face because quite frankly, it took us a long time
to get used to it. We thank you for all that time, sweat, loyalty and dedication
that you gave this paper. Wish you the best of luck in your future endeavors.
We will miss you and we all have to get together again.
With much
love—WLH, JRP and The Signal Staff.
"I

Opinion

Those Neat Little Notes

[The following story was written by a
Trenton State student, based on her
experiences here this spring].
What happens when one person
threatens the well-being of another...on
this campus? What would you do?
Start from the beginning. You think
you've been followed to your car once,
maybe twice. Brush that incident off.
Just a coincidence-someone walking the
same way.
Life is normal. Then you go to your
locker while you're in school for a night
class.
Funny-:you didn't notice that before~a
neatly foided piece of white paper. You
don't think it dropped out of a
notebook.
Open
it.
Read
it.
A
long
pause-silence. A million things start to
rush through your head. Tears run
down your face because you're not sure,
but you think you're scared to death.
What do you do now? A friend comes
up to you in the hallway and asks
what's wrong.
You hand him the piece of paper. He
reads it, looks at you and gives it back.
Is there anything he can do? No.
Then you look at it again. What do
you really see? Five words that have
been nearly cut from the pages of a
magazine:
I
CAN
SEE
YOU,
SWEETNESS.
So maybe someone is watching you.
You look around. No one else in sight.
Think aobut the other night. Same
person?

ready to leave.
Why the word "sweetness"? Hang
Reach in your bag to get a comb.
onto the note and go back to class.
Funny, you don't remember putting a
Next day, you're still uptight, but
envelope like this in there this morning.
beginning to calm down, slightly. You
Looks like a letter.
walk out to your car with a friend.
It is a letter. A clean white envelope.
Both are just about to get in when you
Stamped. Typed address, the rieht
see it.
address
for your apartment. But how
Again. Neatly folded white paper.
many people refer to you by a nick
Same effect-Danic. Your friend picks, it
up and reads it. Get into the car, and name? No return address.
It's sealed. Guess you'll have to open
now you can read it—I WILL BE
it. Remember Security, and their finger
SEEING YOU, PRETTY.
print machine, so get out a tissue.
Cut-out words again. Sounds worse
Open it. Again. A neatly folded piece
this time. Now, under pressure, you
take your little notes and trot off to of white paper. Agian. Cut-out letters
from a magazine. But now you're really
Security.
scared. This one is beginning to get
They take down some general
information. They're upset because too- violent-I WANT YOU, WOMAN.
Panic, again. You
don't
walk
many people have touched the notes
anywhere by yourself. You look at
and they can't try out their fingerprint
every face as you walk. Who the hell is
machine.
doing this to you? Why?
You give them your name and
Back to Security. Great-now they can
address, and they explain that even if
they could catch the person, they have try their machine. They're a little
concerned
this time. The notes are
no charges that they could hold him on.
getting more threatening. Now there
Terrific.
are charges.
As you walk out of the - security
Security is going to check your class
office, the guy is telling you not to
for anyone who might have a previous
worry because these people usually
record. But they still see little hope in
aren't aggressive. Usually?
the search for the mystery person.
Back to your school work. Shake it
Back to your classes. No. You can't
off. Everyone is telling you not to
keep your mind on anything. Can't
worry. It's probably just a joke. So
concentrate. Falling behind even more in
who's laughing?
your studies.
You're in a lab in the Art department.
Peace. The weekend finally comes.
It's been a long morning, so you walk
out of the room for a while, to rest. You're having fun working at an aiiair
Come back in, to clean up and get at school. What a neautilul day.

That doesn't last long. When you get
back to your apartment, there is
another one. It's on the door. He's been
to your home.
Scared to go in. Your roommate goes
in first. Nothing. But now what do you
do?
Pressure has built up. Too much.
Everyone says to relax but it's not
them it's happening to, it's you.
Nerves are gone. You just can't take
any more of it. Not now. You need a
break; have to get away. Go home.
A week goes by. You've missed too
much at school. But it didn't seem to
matter then. It isn't easy to admit that
you broke under pressure and ran
scared. But you did.
Peace? Maybe? Finally? Yes. No more
notes. Guess he got what he wanted.
He broke you down and you ran. He's
laughing, no doubt.
What about Security? Did they ever
find out anything? What did they ever
do to help? Nothing. Just nothing.
What would they have done if you
had met with your "friend" and someting had happened? Why wasn't there
someting that they could have done to
make you feel just a little bit safer?
Should the area police have been
brought in to investigate? Maybe they
could have done something more con
structive. You feel like nothing at all
was done to find this person.
Think again. What would you have
done if you found this person? And
what if he didn't fall into the category
of "usually not aggressive"?

Dopers' Corner

Guide To Growing Your Own
Bv the Owner of the Ann Page
Grape Jar Bong
With the rising prices of weed these
days, more and more people have begun
to grow their own. As a veteran of
many successful harvests, I'll outline my
own procedures for a decent crop.
The first thing needed are good
seeds. These are found in abundance in
street stash. I usually use the seeds of

high quality dope since home grown is
lower in potency.
The seeds first
have to
be
germinated. This is done by placing
them in a wet paper towel. To insure
that the towel doesn't dry out, I place
it in a 35 mm. film cannister (any con
tainer will do, however).
After a week in a warm place, the
seeds will have sprouted.

The type of soil doesn't matter. Just
make sure that there are no stones
present. Finally, put your potted pot in
the window where it will get plenty of
sunlight.
In about three weeks, pruning will be
necessary. Removal of the secondary
leaves will make more stalks to sprout.
Save these leaves, for they will catch
you a little buzz.

Plant the sprouts in soil up to the
two primary leaves.
Alter three months the plant will
have reached maturity. Pick the plant
and hang it upside down in the
window for a day. Finish the drying by
placing the whole plant on some tin foil
under the sun.
The Trenton Gold is now ready for
rewarding its parent with a decent
buzz.
x
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Sex Is Good For You
By Kathleen Bird
In this course, male students enter
beauty contests and females go on field
trips to adult book stores. It has an
enrollment of 135 pupils in three classes
each semester, but more than 300
others are turned away for lack of
space.
^ The class is called Foundations of Sex
Education, and is taught by associate
professor Donald D. Brown of the
Health, Physical Education and Recrea
tion Department.
After polling his students in writing,
Brown claims his average class includes
a mixture of virgins, heterosexuals,
women who have had abortions, homo
sexuals, lesbians and people who have
participated in group sex.
About half of the class. Brown claims
have participated in oral sex.
The course objectives are to help the
students understand and appreciate their
sexuality, and to develop an understand
ing of human sexuality in a pluralistic
society.
Brown s list of optional class assign
ments includes a male beauty contest,
females visits to adult book stores, and

reverse sex roles and show males how
females feel when they are on exhibi
tion.
The
male
volunteers
parade
one-by-one in front of the entire class,
while a panel of seven male and female
judges ask them to wink, flex their
muscles, do quarter turns and shake
hands.
Brown, 42, always enters the contets,
and admits he gets embarrassed.

Though he lectures without embarras
sment, in front of the class about sex,
he says he becomes self-conscious during
the contest.
Brown said the no-pressure, informal
course
is "not intellectual, but
emotional. I've had people tell me
they've tried unsuccessfully to get into
the class for three years."
After receiving feedback from former
students, Brown says students who claim
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they elect
the
course
for
in
tellectual reasons, "learn more than they
think. At the end of the semster, they
feel better about themselves and have a
more profound respect for the human
body.
"There's a lot of humor in the
course," Brown said, "because people
laugh at what they are uncomfortable
with."
Brown teaches the biological basics of
sex but concentrates mainly on its
emotional aspects. "Genital sex is just a

"...some males
are surprised
when females iu
the elass admit
they have strong
sexual desires."

small part of it," he says.
"People think because of the media,
information about sex is open and we
assume people know a lot, but this is
not true," according to the pro
fessor.
Brown said some males are surprised
when females in the class admit they
have strong sexual desires.
Brown-is an advocate of sex education
beginning in kindergarten. He says
schools have some advantages over
parents in being objective instead of
emotional, afid provide explicit audio
visual aids to increase student's
attendance at trip le-X-rated movies.
awareness.
The assignments, the professor says,
"When we talk about the human
give students experience instead of just
body, we show pictures of the human
listening to hearsay, and help them
photo by Tom Herde body," Brown said. "When we talk
"gain a broader perspective of sex and
ISC Sex Education ins tructor Dona ld Bro wn.
about people making love, we show
to better appreciate their own sexuality
films of people making love."
and standards."
Brown lectures without notes, enter
66
Brown says no one in his class has to
tains students' questions and comments,
do anything that will make him or her
and invites guest speakers including
uncomfortable, so the assignments are
rape victims and transvestites to talk
strictly optional. The less daring
to the class.
students can choose to write reports on
The optional field trips and written
books or articles they have read, or
and oral reports allow students to relate
give oral reports.
their personal experiences.
,
The class, Brown says, "gives curious
Brown, an advocate of human
women an excuse to go to the adult
liberaton, says sexism is as detrimental
book stores and movies. The girls are
99
to males as it is to females.
usually turned off, though."
But, he said women are forgotten
The male beauty contest is meant to
victims of the classic double standard.
When children go out on dates, parents
say to their son have fun, and say to
their daughter be careful, cross your
legs.
"Sex is a beautiful, fantastic waj co
communicate," Brown lectures. "You
level," while narhituates and tran
can't be a grouch vertically and a Don
Reprinted from the Trentonian.
quilizers also can be physically addictive.
Juan horizontally, because love is a 24Taken from the Washington Star
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Peter Bourne,
Marijuana
and
cocaine,
he
hour a day relationship."
President Carter's nominee to lead said,
"do
not
cause
physical
"I tell my class that sex is good for
WASHINGTON-Larry
Purkey
of
federal drug control efforts, said Friday addiction."
them, physically and psychologically. Sex
Richmond, Ohio, a 32-year-old English
he has tried marijuana and considers it
teacher and father of two, is blind in is good for the cardiovasuclar system,"
nonaddictive, not a health hazard and
Brown says. "Instead of jogging, make
one eye and losing his sight in the love."
safer than cigarettes.
other
from
glaucoma.
At confirmation hearings, before the
The medication he takes for what he
Senate Human Resources Committee,
66
calls "my good eye" has "the nasty side
Bourne said he favors removing federal
effect
of blurring your vision from 1-1/2
criminal penalties for persons arrested
to 2-1/2 hours," he says, and "eventually
with less than one ounce of marijuana
becomes less and less effective."
obtained for personal use.
Richard Lux of Londell, Mo., a
He said marijuana possession should
35-year
old
father
of
two,
an
be treated"like traffic violations" subject
artist-craftsman in sculpture, says the
only to a fine.
medication prescribed for him by the
Bourne, nominated to direct the Office
Veterans' Administration does not
of Drug Abuse Policy, said he does
control "my service-connected glaucoma
want strict federal laws maintained
from the U.S. Marine Corps."
against drug trafficking, and criminal
Walter Townsend of Brooksville, Fla. :
penalties to govern other drugs. He said
37, who is just beginning a three-year
The professor also recommends his
states should be able to make their own
jail term in Florida for possession of 19
"Dr. Brown's Diet." He claims a person
laws on marijuana possession.
grams of marijuana, has "only light per
consumes 750 calories in a bedtime
Under questioning, he said he tried
ception" in one eye, and 20-40 vision in
snack, and "can burn up as much as 150
marijuana "with some friends" in
the other. "I started smoking pot in
calories in a good session in bed. So if
Vietnam, but said he had experimented
1960 after a severe injury to my vision
you reach for your mate instead of your
with no other drugs. He disagreed with
while in the army," he says, and "this
plate, you can save 900 calories a day
a contention that smoking marijuana is
is my first offense of anv kind. My
and lose up to one pound per week.
more harmful than smoking cigarettes.
court-appointed
attorney
thinks
I'm
"Can you think of a better way to
"Fifty-thousand people die each year
nuts."
lose., weight?" Brown asks.
of lung cancer," Bourne said.
What these three people have in
Brown has taught the Foundations of
Marijuana, he said, "grows all over
common, in addition to their eye
Sex Education course, and a graduate
the country and experience has proved
problems,
is
a
conviction
that
their
course
in Family Life and Sex Educa
there is virtually no way of controlling
affliction could be greatly aided by the
tion, since his arrival at the Hillits use or distribution."
regular use of small, controlled amounts
wood Lakes campus in 1972.
Hard drugs like cocaine and heroin.
of marijuana.
Besides teaching, he is certified by
Bourne said, are smuggled into the
They
are
among
13
people
who
joined
the
American Association of Sex Educa
United States by large-scale narcotics
Tuesday in formally petitioning Attorney
tors, Counselors and Therapists, and
rings, and authorities can stop or reduce
General Griffin B. bell to schedule open
maintains
a professional practice in sex
supplies.
hearings.
counseling at his Willineboro home.
He said heroin has a "high addictive

"...About half of
the class, Brown
claims, have
participated in
oral sex/'

•••optional class assignments
in elude a male beauty contest,
females visits to adult book stores,
and attendance at triple-X rated
movies...

The Weed.....In The News

...sexism is as
detrimental to

males as it is to
females."
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Bob Senko begins one of hi s last meals in Travers.

Mark Loper, C.J., Soc,
and Psych major.

Tom Walsh reads up for his la st final.

This center

"One more paper for Dr. Brown and
be all done," says Linda Ro th.

I'll
Employment prospects posted in the Department of
Industrial Educat ion and Techn ology.

to the class of 1977.

Yes, Virginia , there are drugs at Trenton I
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Shakespeare Brought To Life
By Thomas Freeman
"The play, the play 's the thing..."
these words from "Hamlet" should be
the motto of T.S.C.'s own professor
John Erath. During most of the year he
is an English professor who presents
the glories of Shakespeare to somnolent
- st udents. But during the summer, he
breaks out of this hum-drum routine to
become a flamboyant director of
Shakespeare's plays, the Busby Berkley
of the bard of Avon.
The company of performers he works
with is known as Shakespeare '70. It
was founded in 1970, by two gentlemen,
Gerald Guarinieri and John Livecchi.
It's purpose was-and is-to present
Shakespeare's plays to the general
public.
In the beginning,
Messrs
Guarinieri and Livecchi, feeling that
they needed some academic background
on Shakespeare, brought Erath into
Shakespeare '70 as an advisor. However,
you can't keep a good man down and
Erath soon rose to the top of the
greasy pole; directing and co-directing
such sparkling productions as "Hamlet,"
"The Merchant of Venice," "Macbeth,"
"Twelfth Night," and "As You Like It."
Due to generous grants from the
Mercer County Cultural and Historical
Society, the New Jersey Council of Arts
and individual patrons, the self-support
ing Shakespeare '70 has been able to
add such non-Shakesperean works as
"She Stoops to Conquer" and "The
Fantastics " to their repertoire.
This summer Shakespeare '70 is pre
senting "The Three Penny Opera" (at
the Artists Showcase Theater on July 1,
2, 8, 9, 10, 15, and 16) and "Much Ado
About Nothing," which doesn't live up
to its title; (at Washington's Crossing,
on July 28, 29, 30, and August 4, 5,
and 6).
Shakespeare '70 is now largely made
up of a nucleus of actors, and actresses,

who have been with the Company since
1973.
Many of these thespians are T.S.C.
students who have auditioned for their
roles. (If you're interested in trying for
a part, this year's auditions will be held
on June 7, at 7:30, on 1150 Indiana
Ave, West Trenton). Other participants
include T.S.C. graduates such as Colleen
Smith (who did a fine job in "Ghosts "),
professional and semi-professional actors
and actresses, and some poor wretches
doing an independent studv on the
theatre. (The only thing they have in
common is low salaries like nothing).
"They are all glad to get the chance
to perform Shakespeare," said Erath,
"there just aren't that many Shakespear
ian companies around.
It's pure Shakespeare they perform,
too.
Although he will occassionally cut a
speech or even a scene from a play,
Erath refuses to bowderlize or moder
nize the language.
"Even Shakspeare drags a bit some
times, but basically I'm a traditional
and don't like to change his plays,"
claimed Erath.
They plays presented by Shakespeare
'70 are chosen by Erath on the basis of
parts available for both actresses and
actors.
"Unfortunately, Shakespeare did not
write many good parts for women, and
those that he did write were generally
in his comedies," said Erath.
"Fortunately comedies make good
summer stock. We also haven't
presented the history plays because we
just didn't have the costumes," contin
ued Erath.
Next year, however, he plans to put
on Henry IV, part one, "because I've
found the perfect Falstaff."
According to Erath, his most success
ful plays have been "Measure for
Measure," and "The Merchant of
Venice, while he had the most difficul

ties with "Macbeth."
One of the difficulties occurred with
the death (violent of course) of one of
the characters in the, play, a wretch
named Siward.
The script called for him to be
stabbed, then kicked off stage
down the ramp of the outdoor theater.
On opening night, Siward was killed
right on cue, and was kicked down the

ramp. Unfortunately he started the ramp, at an angle and flew
nearby brook. Instead of gettin g T .
destroying
the
v*"
tude of the play, the actor
there in the stream, for three .
until the conclusion of the play
It's dedication like that, that br,
Shakespeare to life.

mum
Did
know
you Trenton State
College has it's own
watt
Radio Station?
771-2554
If interested call 771-2420
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Harnes Remembers
By John Andrew Harnes
The Pub was almost empty. A few frat
orothers were playing darts in the corner
ind two die-hard fanatics were struggling
or victory in a foosball match. It was quiet
ind my beer was getting warm.
The end of th e school year is always sad,
but this one holds a special sadness for me.
This year I join all my friends who have left,
trenton State, not planning to return next
(rear.
As I sipped the lukewarm brew from my
{lass, my mind wandered back over my
itay at this state institution. My life as a
itudent here has included many
rustrations, but then again much
happiness.
It's been a long time.
I came to TSC in the Fall of '74 along with
leveral thousand other scared and
bewildered freshmen. It was a big change,
ind one that I knew I would learn to enjoy.
September was hot that year, I mean
really hot. The dorm room I was assigned to
vas in the Towers and some nights I didn't
tall asleep, I melted into that condition.
Like most newcomers to this college, I
wanted to get to know people, so I joined
Umost every club I could, trying to find my
place. In my case, this was like trying to fit
» square peg into a round hole.
The only organization I stuck with was
.he student newspaper, The Signal.
Yes, I seemed to have found my campus
home among the strangest group of
ndividuals that ever set foot onto this
college.
I c an't really do justice to that group of
dedicated trouble makers whowfere The
Signal my freshman year. It was a
tight-knit group of students dedicated to
putting a collection of pictures, articles, and
graphics out on the street each week.
They were newspaper people and that
collection was and is a newspaper.
' The big event of that year was the strike.
The American Federation of Teachers
lAFT), the bargaining agent for the faculty
»f the ei ght state colleges, struck the state.
It didn't stop the mechanics of this
institution, but it did give me my first look
it the insanity of newspapers.
The gates into the college were
ibstructed by striking teachers. The
revolutionary Student Brigade helped the
\FT fill its ranks. The administration was
-unning around trying to find out who was
reaching w hat.
Madness was rule, and the crew of The
Signal did its best to follow that rule.
Editor-in-Chief - TSC Class of '74, J.
Stryker Meyer (Tilt), by name - co>rdinated the operations of the reporters.
He and his second-in-command, Marty
Tarabar could always be seen riding hither
ind thither in their white and gold
Volkswagen b ugs. I loved it.

The pace never seemed to slow down. me. Both were and are good friends.
As soon as one thing ended, another
The school term of 75-76 contained many
incident came into the lime-light.
problems for the student body as a whole ..
Meningitis, an extremely contagious
disease, hit TSC. Coming on the heels of the
•Threats of a giant tuition increase.
strike as it did. The Signal crew was
•The Student Governments attempt to
decimated.
stop the increasee.
Out of about fifty students who began the
•The near strike, during the first
coverage of the strike for the paper, only a semester when it looked like the AFT
handful remained when it finally came to an would have another strike, as they did the
year before.
end.
•The controversial arming of the campus
It was an exciting time, I thought fondly,
raising the glass to my lips for another police . . . supported by the paper criticized by the SGA.
swallow.
It was a very controversial time.
Months seemed to pass before my eyes as
Many people had leftThe Signal and still
I sat in t he campus temple to Bacchus.
My first year working for the paper others had joined our not so elitest group.
seemed like the best. I didn't encounter Most of the old guard was gone, but to
many problems between the staff members. replace them, Joe Perone, who became
I was to learn my next year that I had been sports editor and later managing editor,
and W.L. Haacker, assistant news editor,
on the outside looking in.
During the Fall of '75,1, being reasonably then, Editor-in-Chief entered our ranks.
Joe really didn't just join, he was alwavs
sane at the time, became news editor for
there, just nobody knew him, except the
the paper.
I was to remain such until this final sports editor. Ut all the people to make a
profound effect on The Signal, Joe has to be
edition of t he paper you are now reading.
Over the summer of '75 , major problems near the top.
Coming from what seemed nowhere, he
hit the paper . . .
changed the whole sports section into
•An editor-in-chief resigned.
something to be proud of. Keeping that
•No real recruitment was done.
•And perhaps worst of all, that strong section of the paper readable, and sound
feeling of close friendship died between
many members of t he paper.
There were many reasons for the latter,
but I think it's enough to say it happened.
Joan Brockman, who was the news
editor, became the editor-in-chief after the
resignation of T om Petaccia.
Joan was one of t he most talented people
ever to work for the paper. Though small in
stature, she had a strong will that made her
stand out from the rest.
XfAiiHt' ^ I [
She was a good friend.
Joan, a sophomore, did the best she
could. But under personal strains as well as
the problems with running the paper, she
resigned in October.
This was the time I first became news
editor.
I got up from the table and got another
beer. The remains of the first had left a bad
taste in my mouth. As the cold liquid
ed down
dovvn right through, my mind
noured
1 ^ andered back t0 my life at TSC.
' My first year as news editor was a
mixture of joy and ulcers. Marty had taken
me under his wing, and he helped me a
great deal with the problems I was
confronted by.
Later, Tilt would also help advise me on
problems that would seem to tower above_
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Haacker was a different story. Sometime.,
early in the second semester, he joined my
staff. Up till that time, the job was still new
and exciting. Capitalizing on this student
wanting to work for the paper, I made him
my assistant.
Killing two birds with one stone, you
might say.
Both these individuals now run the paper.
I think I c hose well.
Looking up, I saw the Pub beginning to
fill with students getting out of the heat.
The beer tasted good in my dry mouth.
Again my mind wandered, this time to
the nearer past. This last year was pictured
in my mind.
It wasn't as much fun as the two previous
years, again something was missing, but
this time I don't know how to describe it.
This

was

the

year

of

endings.

I found myself in the position of the old
guard compared to the new members of The
Signal staff. My assistant, Lori Rothenberg,
was a freshman ... in m ore ways than one.
The big stories this year involved drugs,
the judicial process and the hiring of a.
lawyer by the SGA for the use of the
student body.
Big issues, but they didn't have the effect
they would of t wo years ago.
As I emptied my glass, I thought about
some advice I was given during my
freshman year.
The Signal will always be there. Each
individual just leaves their marks upon it
until they are erased by another.
I wondered what my mark on the paper
I would be, after I am gone. This thought
filled my mind as I left the Pub, knowing I
was leaving a place I h ad come to know as
I home
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The Seal Dedicated
To Dougherty
By Kathleen Bird

By Nick Troisi

The 1976-77 Trenton State Col
yearbook, the Seal, has been dec • '
to a professor who was denied ta»
and whose students have been firfor months to save his job
Percy H. Dougherty. ,Tr' an a ssisua
Geography professor, accepted th e h ot#
announced Wednesday by Seal ec
Debbie Gardner.
Though college officials have dec kto talk specifically about the Do ughem
case, they cite dropping enrollments ti c
a higher percentage of tenured te achers
as the general reason for denial i
tenure.
Gardner said that "without the tor n
issue, Dougherty would have recwts
the dedication anyway."
She said he was selected ma®
because of his involvement with
students and commitment to the co llege.
"He's somebody the students ap prove
of," she said.

The graduating senior resembles the
fable about the old holy man who
struggles hard to climb a mountain only
to behold yet another mountain to
climb..
. He or she works through college, -,f
studies to get by, tries to acquire the
correct amount of credits, sends out
resumes, only to be faced with the
almighty task of finding a job.
Parents who worried about their
offspring getting too wrapped up in the
60's consciousness and philosophies, soon
discovered that their sons and daughters
were fighting tooth and nail for a
decent job that somehow relates to
their college studies.
In an interview with Trenton State
seniors, many students expressed relief
in the prospect of graduation and
"getting it over."
Daniel Salerno, a Health and Physical
Education major, from Sayreville, said,
"I'd like to make a lot of money, after I
graduate." "Realistically, I'd like to
teach for awhile," Salerno said. "Probab
ly Health and Physical Education in an
elementary school.
Salerno said he had good experiences
teaching at the elementary level and
prefers it over the sometimes disor
ganized high school systems.
Salerno further added, "I'd like to
coach if at all possible," and feels that
his years at Trenton State were
worthwhile. "I'd like to stay here
another four years."
"During your time here at college you
can't worry about finding a job. I
learned a lot more than getting a job,"
Salerno said. "There's a lot of different
things you can do here at this college,
and you can meet many people."
Gail Schoenfeld, a Psychology major
from Wayne, plans to head to Tucson,
Arizona in August and will try to get a
temporary job as a cocktail waitress at
a local resort in town. She visted the
area during spring break and enjoys the
climate in the Grand Canyon State.
"I plan to marticulate part time at
the University of Arizona and in the
following year, I plan to go for my
Masters in Counseling," Schoenfeld said.
"I want to travel and explore the
entire Southwest and learn desert sur
vival," Schoenfeld said.
When asked if she would do it over
again the say way, Schoenfeld said that
she would try to find a school that was
"more academic" and possibly take up
nursing.
Like
the
other
people
inter
viewed, Schoenfeld feels sad to leave
and said that professors Dr. June True,
and Dr. Bob Steinher* stood out as
people who she admired. "They
remained their own people and were
true to themselves."
Jackie Goscinski, a Business Adminis
tration major, from bayonne, said she
has "no definite plans" after graduation
and wants to "just take the summer off."
Uoscinski works 12 hours a wees in
the Student Center at the Games
Control desk and at Information, she
has lived three years in the Wolfe
dormitory, while spending the last year
off campus.
Goscinski plans to work a year
hopefully for a big company such as
AT&T and then return to Trenton State
for her Masters in Business Administra
tion.
"I'll miss manv of my friends and the
people at school, Goscinski said, "but
I'm sick of studying and being under
pressure all the time."
John Cahill, an English major from
Trenton, said, "Yes, I'd do it again. My
work as sports editor for The Signal
should help me get a job."
Cahill plans to get a job writing on
either a newspaper or magazine on the
East Coastf When asked wnat he will
miss most about Trenton State, Cahill
said, "the library, nobody goes there."

Dougherty said professors are at tk
college "for the students and sh ould t »
more involved with them. If I did n't < k
my job, I'd be embarrassed to pic k .:
my paycheck."
"It's a damned shame I won't k
here in the fall to live up to tk
yearbook staffs expectations," he s aid.

Staff Photo By Matt ZeU

Geology pro fessor Percy "Do c" Doug herty.

Dougherty's student supporters have
petitioned college president, Clayton 8 .
Brower; have staged demonstrations It
the college and the State House, and
have asked the TSC board of tru stees
to reappoint Dougherty.
The board has indicated it might
reconsider the case at its June me eting.

Beyond The Textbook
By Carol Iadonisi
There are many ways to teach, and Dr.
Richard Weber's emphasis on teacher
sensitivity and awareness is surely one of
the more novel approaches in the
classroom.
Weber, a Trenton State College music
teacher, specializes in the area of
handicapped children. He offers a graduate
course on Tuesday nights entitled "Music
for Exceptional Children," along with five
or six "Beginning; Piano Courses" geared
towards potential elementary school
instructors.
Weber's teaching method goes beyond
textbook learning into the area of the mind
and spirit. He feels that a teacher must
strive for greater self-awareness in order to
be more responsive to the needs of the
child.
"Techniques are not important," said
Weber. "It is a matter of heart and spirit.
The method is you and your own
innocence."
Weber feels that this "openness" is an
integral part of the learning process, as it is
vital for the teacher to gain the complete
trust of t he child.
"By simply watching, you can often pick
up the subtleties which may hamper a child,
causing basic skill level problems," Weber
explained.
Weber demonstrated his style in the
Tuesday night graduate course with April,
a four-year-old who had been born with an
open spine. In a previous session, April had
been relaxed and responsive, but tonight it
was ditficult for her to concentrate, it
turned out that she could not get com
fortable and complained to her mother of a n
"aching backside." As a result, the lesson
ended earlier than last week's.
For Weber, these are the important
subtleties" a teacher must notice. In order
for maximum learning to take place, there
must be complete relaxation between both
teacher and pupil. He said he had also been

slightly uncomfortable and that the child
had probably sensed his uneasiness. Thus
the trust and "openness" necessary to
learning were disrupted.
It is somewhat ironic that Weber, who
feels he has "risen above all methods," is
the man repsonsible for the revolutionary
"Musicall" technique which proved that
retarded and physically impaired children
were musically educable. By using just six
notes of the octave -- CD EFGA - c hildren
are able to play a whole series of melodies.
Weber flashes the letters before the
students' eyes and they learn to match the
figures on the piano keys. Weber has
received national acclaim for his methods,
and articles on his work have been written
in both the New York Times and The
Reader's Digest.
As Weber explained of Ap ril, the flashing

things in these terms rather than ps ycho
logical jargon."
, , . .
As for himself, Weber feels that e
achieved this "centered balance, ana
now in "perfect harmony with the tru •
"I spent my life sea rching and no w
search is over," he said. Weber feels that e
has at last achieved peace of mind 3" u
inner tranquility.
Weber has spend most of the past ve ^
meditating in his Princeton home, studying
anything which "opens my mind into «
subtler energies of the universe.
According to the unmarried profess^there is no clash between his perso nal a • professional life because he maintain? J
'constant energy level." Weber will '
rise at two or three in the morning, u |tI
some incense, and play the piano for ho ursHe will then run four and a half miles
the morning, and immediately after come tc
class feejing no fatigue.

of the cards "imprints the symbols" and
allows the child's self-awareness to
function.
And Weber always stresses the
tremendous learning capacity and ability of
the children.
Preparation, which often consumes ^
"The teacher can learn from the child," he
of a teacher's time, poses no P r°°
said.
Weber.
As he explains, it, "it
veJA
Weber, who describes himself as a "philo
minutes to prepare because I have w.
sopher-teacher," sees all people as "energy
of experience."
"beings." That is, we all have a left and right
energy side with the majority of people
having the dominant energy of th e right, or
Yang side. Weber characterizes this as
In addition to his regularly schedu.c-"erratic energy" and says the goal should be classes, he also gives about three hous
to achieve a "centered balance." He attends additional lessons and will occasionally p .
a Tai-Chi class in Princeton which strives a concert as he did o ne Monday night w i>
for these specific goals.
Gerald Schwartz, a solo trumpet pla.ve
Weber applies this energy force and from the New York P hilharmonic.
balance to his work in the classroom. When
April allowed him to guide her hand over
the keys, he explained that she had
surrendered her "balance" and showed her
Weber's plans included studying wi
trust in him. This he considered another
Karmapa, a Tibetan spiritual, and pe
important step in the child's learning
writing a book.
. „_,h.ns
process.
"I want to share my wisdo m and f*
"It can be described as the perfect open the way for others," Weber sai
blending of energies," Weber said. "I Dut
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THINKING IN MY ROOM

As each day passes
I lo ok hack on it
and think about
W hat I di d that day
And if in any way
I br ought you happiness
Or by chance made you smile
then that day
Would have been worth it
Which makes my anticipation
For the next day
Grow even greater
When maybe again
I cou ld do the same.
P.A.L.

When the sun is high and the cars go by
it Is ea sy to sit and write.
But the inner visions of my mind are
not a happy sight.
There comes a time down the line,
where one can look away no more.
And that is when my tears begin
to moisten the wooden floor.
For I k now it is just feelings that
cause myself to cry, this I u nderstand by
the reason for my feelings brings up the question - w hy?
"At twenty one you are still young"
I've often heard it spoke
But I h ave aged eons each time my heart was broke.
Their names were all different but the
feelings were the same,
first the warm compassion and then the icy pain.
They must have had their reasons for leaving
me behind, but I w ish they could have told me
instead of screwing up my mind.
I g uess I r eally shouldn t be dwelling in the past,
you cannot change the iron once it has been cast.
Unless, of course, you melt it down as they
did to my heart, but once it has been softened
it's so easily torn apart.

In a short time
I h ave taken many steps
Within me,
To adjust to you
And to the change I'm go ing

The way seems right.
I h ope it can exist for m e.
And my vision remains clear
When I think of what it means
To travel down this road I'm headed on
You stand before me and
Everything is inviting me to make a n un,
I c an t deny that feeling
It's rightful place in m y heart
A nd maybe as deep as m y very soul.
But time will only show me
If this spell has done its work
To ease my longing,
Or if I s hall remain wondering
Like this.

Mark yalden
I su ppose to you
love is just a little word.
But to me, loving you is
knowing you are happy.
I ho pe there is more to love
than just happiness
Because if there is,
I wi ll find it and be happy.
Then maybe someday . . .
We can share the same love tve once had.

through

Without intention,
Or rushing blindly into something new
Trying to hold back and realize
What this new truth isI a m falling.

I k now this feeling fits some where within.
A part of me has reached out to touch y ou
In a way I h ave never known before.
The aching subsides when I think
Of all that has passed between us.
My heart is open and vulnerable.
It has made room for you
And waits to see
If the space can once again
Be filled.

As we close this year's new literary section, we do so with
a smile and a sigh. Many thanks to all of those who sent in
poems. We have greatly appreciated hearing from all of you.
Have a safe and cheery summer and never let a smile pass
you by.
We look forward to hearing from those of you who will
return for another fantastic year of Little Bit of This, Little
Bit of 'That ... I bid you a s incere {sniff, sniff] fair thee well.
And in the end . . .
Liora Kian
Literary Coordinator

Laura Weinkofshy

V.A.

BETTER OFF THIS WA Y

Now when I lo ok back
To t he times of you and me,
I f ind I ran see things
'That before I co uldn't see.
Your leaving me . . .
It was the right thing to do.
I he ld you down too long:
I p ut my chains on you.
I se e now we're better off this way.
I se e now why you couldn't stay
. . . with me.
Back when we first started out
Everything seemed right.
I m ade your darkness morning.
And I f illed you dreams at night,
you had needed someone.
And I ne eded too.
I clo sed my eyes, held out my hand.
And what I f ound was you.
I se e note we 're better off this way.
I se e now why you couldn 't stay
• . . with me.
I g ave you all my love.
And you gave me all yours too.
But love slowly lost its grip
As you need for freedom grew.
W e had-unbraced in winter
To keep each other warm.
But with the thaw of spring
He could not weather the storm.
I se e now we re better off this way.
I see now why you couldn't stay
. . . with me.
So now. when I loo k back
To the times that we each shared.
I find Im glad tve had them,
And I'm glad that ice each cared.
" ° jit*' grew out of a love
Dial ice needed for a time;
<btr song fell out of harmony.
And our words fell out of rhyme.
I se e now we 're better off this way.
I se e now why you couldn j stay
• . . w ith me.
Tom Leonard

'''

..... f
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Little Bit
'O This,
Little Bit
'O That

UNTITLED
You came to me sort of easily,
you left me the way you came.
And I t hink of it, as I sit here, drinking my beer,
I'm wishing you'd do it again.
I'm not saying I've turned alcoholic,
or anything, you know,
well, it s just that things have been incoherent
since you decided to go.
I'm always getting around,
there 's a lways somehow an open route.
There are ladies, well, you know the kind,
that always have a horn to toot.
I do n't really mind,
so. my ear gets a little bent.
• There s only one thing that s going down,
and that's the time being spent.
If hile I li sten, though, I f eel
like Im waiting for a train to come.
But strangeness prevails, Tve no conception
as to where the damn train 's coming from.

I su ppose I co uld relate to you
tales made for unwinding of my life since you ve gon eIt s more than legend that I ra mble
with tales to thrill you, and fill you. and so on. andso<,n
I God, I h ate love songs!']
So, what am I to say'.'
H ell. hell, yes, I w anted you to stay.
But the things don 't work out that way.
[At least from my standpoint, anyway. I
And so. deleted darling, if we're to live
by our decisions, the visions
of the Utopian days that lie ahead
must fall silent to the wind,
like the multitude of ghosts, instead.
And so. Au dieu!
Arthur K.
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2nd

SIGN A LLITERA R Y CONTEST
He are pleased to announce the following winners:
Prose:
1st - T homas Walsh, "Fat"
2nd - G eorge Fatkler, "The Boy & The Soldier"
3rd • C heryl Setback, "Madness is Only a State of Mind"
Poetry:
1st - R obin Whipple, "Direction"
2nd - A rthur Miller, "Guitar As Phallic Symbol"
3rd - K athy Repko, "Beginnings"
We would like to express our sincere congratulations to all
winners and would also like to thank all who participated in
the contest. We were very pleased with the results. A very
special thank you to the judges; Mr. Wood, Mr. Myers and
Mr. Erath. We appreciate your involvement.
Liora Kian
Literary Coordinator
Contest winners, please contact me, Liora, c/o The Signal
no later than Friday, May 27, 1977 for your prizes.

Contest
Winners
1st

Direction
when
i see geese
flying straight and
arrowlike
i like
to think of b eing with them knowing
where to go
even
if it is only
South.
Robin Lynn Whipple

"The Guitar As Phallic Symbol'
The college man,
makes his stands.
Intensely governmental,
theoretic to the limit,
always has his nose
dug deep down within it.
His name is known,
at functions he s shown.
Ever prone to flitter,
from yonder to hither.
He's writing his college thesis
about The Guitar As Phallic Symbol.
The socialite,
with all her might.
Schizophrenically sound,
with advanced rhetoric,
but, somehow, her contacts
are always left somewhat sick.
She gets around,
like a sideshow clown.
So dynamically oral,
only functionally physical.
She's going to write her thesis
about The Guitar As Phallic Symbol.
The book worm,
who socially squirms.
Strictly educated with
compounded vocabularly,
from caverns to craters
he's much more than wary.
Most of his time,
he's seeking to find
Extremities in subjects
that profoundly relate.
[But the poor chap's never had a date.
He writes his college thesis
about The Guitar As Phallic Symbol.
The litlle baby,
naively crazy.
Selfishly submerged in
it's individual universe,
doesn't yet know enough
to utter a curse.
His destiny lies
with limits as skies.
Future waits before it,
obviously optimistic.
It's going to write it's thesis
about The Guitar As Phallic Symbol.
Established citizen,
fourl times ten.
Socially established,
vocationally involved,
but when will the problems
ever be solved?
With cars, and a house,
and uncontent spouse,
questionably settled,
disparagingly afraid.
\Never able to regularly get laid.]
The kind that usually wrote their thesis
about The Guitar As Phallic Symbol.

BEGINNING

3rd
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By chance.
By accident
I'm with you.

Old, old man,
whose memory scans,
antiquely preserved,
sentimentally pounded,
even recalls when big
cities were founded.

Like an anxious understudy
You seem suitable
But new and strange
To the part.
But I w ill take your hand
And together we'll try
To bring this story to its imagined ending.

He's quite alone,
he's been put in a home.
Where senility lies,
while he s waiting to die.
He once wrote a c ollege thesis
about The Guitar As Phallic Symbol.

Perhaps before the story's done,
I'll find that our meeting
Was no accident.
Kathy Repko

The rotting corpse,
with a coffin that warps,
eternal stagnation,
terminally placed,
• on h is chest, his fingers
are laced.
Now what happens ?
Chances have slackened.
[Flowers are placed annually
on his bed of dirt. ]
Oh. he '11 wr ite a thesis
about The Guitar as Phallic Symbol.

Arthur K. Miller

1
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FAT

By Thomas Walsh
"Hey, Thin Man. Where've ya been?/We've missed ya at the Pub." It was Jerry O'Brien.
He always gave me a hard time. He was always kidding but there was always real mocking
in his fooling around. I could neve stand him anyway. He thought he was hot shit because
he had a good build but he was ugly. It looked like someone hit him in the face with a dead
fish.
"I'm goin' to class," I said. "And I'm late now."
"C'mon, you stick figure. It's early yet. Since when do you go to class early?"
"Since I'm behind in my work."
"See you party too much. You never have time for the right things. Like now. You're not
even gonna come over to the Pub to have a few cold ones with me?"
"Maybe tonight, Jer. I really gotta go. I'll see ya later." So I h eaded towards my class. I
would've gone but I really couldn't stand Jerry. He was always hanging out and getting
wasted. Dumb Mick.
I hated the class I was going to. It was always so boring. Intro to Drama. I wondered why
I ever took the course. And Ms. Little. She was worse than death. I always wanted a pillow
in that class. And the classroom was boring. It was like being closed in a cereal box. There
were no windows and the air was always as hot and stuffy as Ms. Little's breath. There
were no goodlooking girls and the guys were all dumb. One guy thought his IQ was 20-20. I
tried not to talk to anyone in that class.
I was the first one in class. After a few minutes, a girl came in. She seemed to make the
room smaller. No matter where she sat it was too close. She was ugly.HankAaron hit her in
the face with the original ugly sitck. I was relieved whentherest of c lass filled the seats.
The last girl to walk in t he class was the one I hated most. I hoped she wouldn't show up
but she was there. All 350 pounds of her. It was hard to believe this piece of fat shit was
married.
She waddled in with all that fat flowing behind her. Then it would bounce forward and
she'd have to make a great effort to keep up with it. If the solid beachball ever fell she
wouldn't stop rolling until she knocked down a few walls. Getting in her seat was a task. All
the books were plopped on her desk as if it were their fault for their trouble. She held on to
them for balance while the jello fat squeezed between the back rest and the arm rest. She
did it. The fat hung off all sides of the chair and folded around the edges. You could burn
her with a torch and she wouldn't feel it for minutes. The fat would melt and you could
make candles with it. But it would smell because God, did she fume. And especially on hot
and stuffy days like this. Like dead monkies. I doubt if she ever washed herself. Her
husband probably had to do it for her. He seemed to do everything else. Any time she
opened her whale's mouth you heard, "My husband did this and my husband did that and
did this and he did that," and so he must have washed her too. With an elephant hose. What
a job!
He must have been a poor slob but he was probably the best thing that could have
happened to her. And she was probably the best thing that could have happened to him.
God, what an existence! They must bore each other to death. I really felt sorry for them
and wished they could die.
And there I sat, waiting for Ms. Little and thinking about Mrs. Big when a secretary from
the English department came in a nd announced that our class was cancelled. I got up so
quickly from my seat that I almost ripped my shirt on the arm rest. I looked at Mrs. Big and
saw that she was having trouble getting out too. I t hought of g etting a crane to haul her
out. But after a short struggle she was up.
I was so happy that the class was cancelled that I decided to go over to the Pub and join
Jerry for a b eer. But then I h eard two girls talking about me. I always knew when people
talked about me. They were two real wise asses.
One said, "Imagine havin' him on top of y a."
"Super chicken, feather man," said the other one.
"It's windy today, he should have his ankle weights on."
"I gotta sew my pants. Maybe we could tie his feet together and use him for a piece of.
thread."
They both laughed all the time they were walking behind me. I let them pass to get a
look at them. I was going to say something but they were really goodlooking.
As they passed me, they looked at me and laughed even louder. !went home and decided
to pig out, but it never helped. I c ould never gain any weight.

3rd

MADNESS IS ONLY A STATE OF MIND
OR
LIFE IS A LOAF OF WHOLE WHEAT BREAD THAT'S GONE STALE
By Cheryl Soback

"F-Ma, this is the same as that in the definition of t he work in equation 9-2..
Three more sentences, four paragraphs and five chapters to go, but Isabel was going
mad. Mad" had more drastic tone than "crazy" but then a drastic word was n eeded for :
drastic condition. Damn!, she thought, this was not the opportune time for m adness A
least it could have the decency to wait one more chapter.
At 5:00 a.m. she watched as the vanilla candle melted its existence away and entertained
her own destructive thoughts. Suicide would be nice but not a t all practic al. Th e th m
types; egoistic, altruistic, or anomic, were not applicable at this moment. She cou;<i- •
justify any of them. There ya go, she thought, Introduction to Sociology has some prae;i«.
use in life. After all, without this course she would never have realized, "One must h ave a
reason to kill oneself." Not finding a reasonable excuse to do away with herseli, s he
resolved to work on it. Besides, it might be interesting to see Beth's reaction to her lifeless
form sprawled across her pile of books.
But Beth was practical and industrious and would have dragged her inert bo dy to the
incinerator like a pizza box left for the building service worker to dispose o f. "N o good
having dead bodies lying around cluttering up things." It wasn't that they didn't get atone.
Beth was just overly Spartan when it came to clutter.
The No Doz (what an inventive name) was beginning fog up her mind s o she took i
stroll across the room. She was shocked to discover that dorm rooms were not conduciveto
long strolls when, after fiveg^teps, her stroll ended as she stubbed her entire body agai Beth's desk.
Wait one minute," she'hissed, no Beth didn't; looking down she discovered their p h 1
was gone. Yes, she did, she took the damn thing with her when she went home for th e
weekend. Possessiveness is an evil thing. Because of a $40.00 deposit, Beth thought she had
exclusive rights to the apparatus. What if there was an emergency? Like, if she ha d a
reasonable excuse to do away with herself and at the last minute changed her m uw
What would she do; run down to the pay phone with one thin dime? She'd expire in the
booth with the operator saying, "65 cents for the next three minutes, please, and th at
wouldn't do at all.
Strolling back to her side of the room, she pondered the situation which was pi led upo;
what she vaguely remembered as her. desk. She spied a one inch space of bare wood on t.. «
left hand corner. Yes, there was a desk under there after all. My God, she thought, there t
yet hope left in the world.
What Isabel needed right now at 5:15 a.m. was a hot bath, warm cider with a st ies
cinnamon dissolving in t he tangy apple flavor, a bed and mom. No, not mom. F or Christ >
sake, she was twenty years old, preparing for a career as a social psychologist and she eve
had her own checking account. If that's not maturity and responsibility, what is.
However, if the phone were there ... It was a ridiculous thought. "Hi Ma, just called >
tell you I m going mad;-not crazy . . . mad. It sounds more romantic, you know. Any "(|W.
just wanted you to know, so you wouldn't hear it second hand." If she called at 5:15a.n. s
wouldn't have to worry about how to kill herself, it would be all taken care of.
strangulation possible over long distance?)
She could call Bernie (if t here was anything left of the phone other than the extenso®
cord). Bernie always understood. He was an art therapy major and every time she *
upset he made her draw pictures. He said she was normal but what can you tell fro m sue
figures anyhow?
But Bernie was cool. He said if sh e thought she was strange, that was alright cause
thought she was strange sometimes, too. He, on the other hand, knew he was strange a ^
enjoyed it immensely. Bernie always made her feel better. Like the time she had thirte *psychology abstracts due the next day and the library was closed for Veterans Day. t f
her mother called to say the bank was a little upset because Isabel was $100.00 overdraw^.
Her mother had also caught her baby brother.with rolling papers, which he in>'
Isabel had given him and had thought it was some odd note pad thow stupid can mo tnc ,
be, for that matter, how stupid can brothers be). Anyway, Isabel had called up Bernie at'he made her feel better about the whole thing. He had simply said, after she had finisw*
alternately screaming and crying, "Life is a loaf of whole wheat bread gone stale, even tK
mold has some value," and hung up. It didn't solve anything but at least she was .fra'e'Ul.
some poor soul was oblivious to reality due to a burnt out mental process. Good old Be.n:
the mold of life.
She sat back down and looked at the open book in front of he r. 5:30 a.m.. three sentences
four paragraphs and five more chapters to go.
. . . F ur thermore, you may recall that acceleration is the change of velo city divide. -.
the change in ti me, a (Vf-Vi)/ t. If we substitute this into Newton's second law we have She looked up and saw a light in o ne of the windows of the dorm across the court.1
W ith a sigh she said softly, "Good morning person, I'm going quite mad: I ju5t *i
someone to know."
F M(\ f-Vi)/ t. This can be substituted for F in equation 9-2 . . ." Two sentences
paragraphs and five chapters to go.

MI
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2nd
THE BOY AND THE SOLDIER
By George A. Falkler
I he creek at the end of m y lawn attracts a variety of fell ow apartment dwellers seeking
i t break from the usual panaroma of asphalt and brick. Observing unseen from my dining
able near the picture window that faces the lawn, I often have the opportunity for
| vicarious involvement in t he drama of human nature and interaction at leisure: Ladies in
•urlers bring small children. The mothers chat; the kids interrupt, wanting to play near the
aater. Irritated, the mothers take them home. Old men stroll up and down the bank, arms
•lasped behind bent back, back and forth sometimes for hours on end. Down the creek a
•i ays, the fish hang out in a deep hole under a road bridge, so groups of older boys cross the
awn w ith their poles and tackle boxes, smoking cigarettes. Younger kids usually come by
hemselves or in groups of two or three to catch cray.ish and salamanders in the portion of
•.tie creek directly in line with my window, where the lower banks make the water most
accessible.
This morning I b ecame very much involved with two little boys who wre playing there.
The youngest boy plays here often, and looks to be about eight. His streaky blond hair hangs
>houlder length. It falls in his eyes when he leans forward too much, causing him to
repeatedly swing it away with awkward sideways jerks of his head. Like his hair, the
shirt he had on lookd a few sizes too large, except that its dinginess was the result of
many harsh washings. When it got in the way, it got stuffed half under his pants, half
dropped in a roll along the top of his belt. Mud caked the legs of h is jeans, some dried white
patches, some freshly smeared and dark. Above two brown and white patches, frayed slits
revealed strips of bare knees as a testimony to the sturdiness of the patches, and the
(utility of a mother's attempts at making clothes as rugged as boys. His sneakers -- h is
mother was going to kill h im when he got home -- were unlaced to the bottom eyelet, the
tongues flopped forward, and the rubber toes and soles were buried under an inch-thick
cocoon of caked-on mud. Soft-edged stains ringed the black canvas uppers, recording the
changes in creek-water level over the past several weeks. The remaining eight inches or so
of laces dangled, were stepped on, and soggy.
I have often sat and watched this boy playing while having my morning coffee. He
usually plays alone. Though the creek is a little beyond hearing distance, sometimes his
voice carries well enoutrh. when excited, that I can hear him shout orders to the crew of a
nick "boat" that he has launched from upstream. He skips and hops, following the ship
llong t he bank to where the fence next door blocks the passage beyond. As the vessel
loats on out of si ght, the boy narrates the destiny that awaits the adventurous crew. The
iction aboard ship gets so merry and intense that he dances in circles, sometimes rolling on
:he ground shrieking and laughing. He gets pretty dirty that way, but I don't think his
mother ever really kills him.
I had n ot seen the second boy playing here before today. He is a bit older than the blond
boy, proba bly ten or eleven, and I suspect that he lives-several buildings away toward the
highway end of the apartments. He is often a passenger in a white Gran Prix that is usually
parked up there. When the older boy appeared, I was watching the blond boy attempting
to free a stick boat that had floundered in a clump of b ranches at the bottom of t he steeper
part of t he creek bank. He was hunched over, dangerously close to the edge, tugging at the
tops of the branches. A flash of reflected sunlight attracted my eye to the nearby corner of
an ad jacent building.
The uniform struck me first. Paradoxically, its dull green struck a harsh contrast with
the red brick wall against which it was propped, starched and pressed, while at the same
time I perceived a unity in the stiffness of the outfit and the rigidity of t he evenly placed
bricks..A wide nylon belt, white and tightly laced through the loops of his trousers,
separated the top and bottom halves of his structure as did the horizontal mortar lines of
the wall. When he leaned, twisting to spy around the corner at the blond boy, sunlight
glared on and off like Morse Code from a polished brass buckle at his waist. A steady gleam
rode the curve of h is helmet, giving away that it was plastic.
When I really took notice that there was a boy underneath all of this, I really could not
tell you. He wore patches too, except that his were sewn neatly along the arms of his shirt.
They were brightly colored and variously shaped, but provided too little contrast in the
bright sun to be read at the distance. Unmistakeable, however, were the words "U.S.
Army" printed in black on the grey-green rectangle above his left breast-pocket. He
carried a toy rifle of modern design - an M16 lik e we used in Viet Nam.
He had a serious look on his face. I watched it tighten in a nticipation for a long instant;
then he burst, crouching as ho ran, toward the cover J a nearby tree. He paused, making
sure he had not been seen. The blond boy, still intent upon freeing his boat, had his back to
the trees. The soldier darted to the next closer tree, paused, straightening his helmet; ran
to the next, paused, the next, continuing, to a position behind an old oak not more than
twenty feet from where the blond boy played, unaware. The uniform blended with the
shaded bark. Only the white belt stood out as he hunched among the gnarled roots.
If you have seen a photograph of a real soldier in a combat zone, anticipating the right
instant to ambush the enemy, or a leopard concentrating on its prey, waiting to pounce,you
have a good image of the way this boy looked. I know it sounds crazy. But the way that his
vyes stared as tight slits from beneath the overhanging rim of t he helmet made that ten
year old boy look sinister and deadly.

The blond boy's slippery soles began to slide on the mud. Reflexively, he sprung upward
for balance but the shift of weight overburdened the forces of traction, causing his feet to
slip out. He went down, waist deep below the top of t he bank. Luckily, he fell backward
when he slid, and a little ot the left, slamming his rearend against the edge enough t»"break
the slide, and give him enough time to grab hold of a handful of t he thick grass that' lines
the bank a few feet from the edge. The resistance afforded by the grass and the weight of
his chest and shoulder against the ground finally stopped his slide.
Like a Guardian Angel, the older boy appeared at his side.
"Freeze!" he yelled, assuming a poised stance right out of a Special Forces Training
Manual -- knees bent slightly, feet spaced for balance, the rifle butt pulled tight against his
shoulder, and the muzzle a foot away from the blond boy's face, pointing right between the
wide-eyed stare and the gaping mouth. I had thought for a second there that he was going
to help.
We use to have a saying to describe the kind of effect the double suprize had on the blond
boy. We would have said it "jarred his preserves" - mine included! Without a word, he
turned his attention to climbing out. He pulled on the weeds. Some of them gave way from
the soft ground, so he lunged for others that held. He found slippery toeholds that helped a
lot when they held long enough to support a push, but there weren't too many that did. The
boy with the gun held his position, m oving backward a few inches at a time to accomodate
the blond boy's progress up the bank. We had a few sayings that would have described him
too.
Eventually, having wormed his way up over the edge to solid ground, the blond boy got
to his feet. He stood facing the pointed rifle, but seemed more concerned with scraping the
mud that completely covered the underside of hi s left arm and formed a wide dark stripe
from his armpit to the sole of his s neaker. When he finally spoke to the older boy, his look
was disarming. By then the older boy had relaxed some and lowered the muzzle to about
knee height. Talking as he wiped, the blond boy pointed alternately up and downstream,
and toward the entangled boat. I was relieved to see the older boy drop the muzzle toward
the ground, and enter into the converstaion, raising the rifle only to gesture as he spoke.
My coffee had gotten cool by that time, so I went to the kitchen for a refill. When I
returned to the window, the boys were running along the bank. They were playing a war
game.
As usual, the blond boy put a lot energy into playing the game - running and diving
behind shrubs to avoid being "shot," when "hit," falling and rolling on the ground in mock
agony. He never once shot back, didn't even have a gun. The older boy maintained his
seriousness toward the game. He constantly admonished the blond boy when his actions
did not go along with the older boy's ideas. The closest he got to "hitting the dirt" was a
hunched position, sitting on his heels, preferring to remain upright so as not to soil his
uniform. Though I could not hear most of his words, I could tell from the sound of his voice
that- when he was not ordering the other boy around, he was whining at him.
The blond boy ran upstream to a narrow part of the creek, and crossed to the other side,'
stepping on big rocks jutting out of the water, and, naturally, dunking his foot several times
in t he process. Running low back a long the opposite bank, he was prepared to duck some
more "shots." The older boy yelled angrily to him to come back across, his face reddening
as he screamed louder and stamped his foor. Seeming puzzled at the anger, the blond boy
stopped and called for the other boy to cross. Obviously, this made the older boy madder;
he yelled even louder and approached the edge of the bank, I guess to get closer for greater
emphasis. His ranting and raving caused him to get careless. Forgetting about the slippery
mud, he walked the last few steps to the edge not even looking where his feet were being
placed. He made a few wild gestures with his rifle, then lost his balance, skating sideways
before losing traction altogether and falling to his knees. Only his feet hung off th e edge.
It was nothing like the fall that the blond boy h ad. Leaning his weight on the rifle when his
knees hit the ground had kept him from sliding further. He used the rifle for support in
getting up, and he did not waste any time doing so. "Sonofabitch," he whined, trying to
brush the mud off his k nees and the right pantleg below the knee to the cuff. Mud covered
teh side of his right sneaker, and looked like a recoil pad where it had coated the end of th e
rifle butt.
Across the creek, the blond boy s tood, hands stuffed in his pockets, looking like he did
not know what to make of all this. He waited to see what was going to happen next. Without
even turning to look at him, the older boy walked away in the direction of th e corner of th e
building where he had been spying before. After a few seconds, the blond boy just sort of
shrugged, then spotted a twisted stick resting in the branch of a n earbly sapling, jerked it
loose and heaved it upstream into the water as hard as he could. His first step was a hop,
then he broke into a run upstream to get closer to the action.
As the older bov passed near my w indow on the way to the walkway between buildings,
I could hear him whining to himself as he occasionally slowed his pace to swipe at the mud
on his trousers. "Sonofabitch," he whined, "my mother is going to kill m e."
I f elt an impulse to call something to him through the window screen. Something like,
"She started already, son -- when she dressed you this morning."
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CHANCE STUDENTS

GRADUATING SENIORS

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS COUNCIL
come

to

All EOF (Chance) students, please
W1U1U, will
wm 1IUIU
mliu
The International Relations Council
hold lla
its final
meeting Wednesday, May 25, at 1:30 in the Student offices and fill out your financial aid torms,
.Center room 206. All interested in attending the Model September 77, if you don't you won t be funded.
United Nations Conferences next year should attend
this meeting o • leave your name in the Political
CANDIDATES FOR WOMEN'S VARSITY
Science Office.
VOLLEYBALL TEAM

LITERARY CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT

our
for

No prospective graduate will be permitted to p ick
cap and gown for-graduation until all obligations been paid ( library, traffic fines, etc.). To av oid lines on Graduation Day, you are urged to take c at
any outstanding obligations well in advance arc
retain your receipts.

There will be a meeting for all candidates for next
year's Women's Varsity Volleyball Team Wednesday,
May 25, 3 p.m. in the Packer Hall Lounge.

LOM

»wn pmnun
*uljND

AINU

ATTENTION: Faculty and Staff: Library Circulation
STRFFT SOITNTIS
c '
^"dent Center Information desk has a lo st
S1KEL i SOUNDS
found. Many articles such as books, clothing
Deoartment would like you to return all those books
and key® have been turned in.
gathering dust in your office and your home. Also,
, o
J .. ,
'
Please inauire v
™
bounds by Ed Bullins will be presented at desk if you have lost anything.
Dlease renew all others. The school year ends May 31, T,
r
C
P
Hermitage and West State
1977. We would appreciate your cooperation. Thank ^ZjT \a °^ ™/Street May 13 14, 15; 20, 21, 22; 27, 28, 29. Curtain
you.
is at 8 p.m. Admission is $2.95.

CLASSIFIEDS
SUMMER JOBS
A unique opportunity to
earn $2500-$6000 this sum
mer talking to people about
our Energy Conservation
promotion. You must have a
car, live in the South Jersey
area, and be a hard worker.
Call Mr. Brooks at 629-5081
lor an i nterview.
FOR SALE

Rooms
Summer
and
fall.
' Private kitchen, private
entrance. 5 minute walk
from T.S.C. 1938 Penning
ton Road, call 882-3643,
after 3 p.m.
FOR SALE
One twin bed and a
dresser. In good condition,
$25. Call Lisa, 896-0213.

One portable Emersons
Turntable, $12, one green
rain poncho, $5, one house
FOR RENT
plant, $2, one green
stuffed shark, $2, one
Two bedroom apt., fur
frisbee-$l,
one
pair nished
and air
con
rubberized, lined boots, ditioned, to sublease for
$5, one Dave Mason the summer months. Rent
album, [Let it Flow] $2, $240 per month, call [215]contact Dave, room 307, 295-5376, anytime.
Travers.
WANTED

CONCERTS

A used refrigerator, about
22 in. by 31 i n. If you own
one and want to sell at
reasonable price, please con
tact: Cheryle 430 .Wolfe Box
194.

Well! Summer's here
and the concert season
has arrived. Time to go to
Philly, New York, N.
Jersey and S. Jersey for
those heavy once in a life
time
footstompin'
ear
bustin' shows.
No
air
condit
ioning,. no elbow room, no
legal tickets, but plenty of
rude, crude and plain old
jerkoff. Have fun and
enjoy.

FOR SALE
Long couchi and two
chairs, for only $50. Call
295-1598.
NEEDED

FOR SALE
3-4
room
apt.
by
student, near Trenton
Two tires w/rims, F78,.
State College, no car.
One nice lady and one 14, like new, $40, cail
737-2786.
nice cat. To $110 only.
Write Box 102, Plainfield,
WANTED
New Jersey 07061.
FOR SALE
Lloyd's
AM/FM/FM
. Stereo'/Stereo Phono
graph. Combination Unit.
$70 or best offer. Must
sell, call 771-3437.
FOR SALE

Roommate starting July
1st, large apt. 2 bed
room, 2 bathrooms, 15
minutes from school, rent
$70 per month. Call
736-2187.
PERSONAL

Susan Marie,
8 in. by 14 in. Chrome
You're
fun
to
be
Reversible Mags. Just like
around. Warm to be near.
new. Call Jeff. 883-7236.
I guess now you know
FURNITURE FOR SALE why it's gonna be hard
for me to say good bye.
Five drawer dresser for
Love,
$10.00 call 396-6707.
Bill

PERSONAL

PERSONAL
Jeff [Artie]
I love you Sweetie, and
'Put your head on my
shoulder" in
Munster
Indiana.
With Equal Love
and Lust,
Diamond Lust
PERSONAL
Lori,
Thanks for the dance,
finally even tho the
pleasure was all yours.
The Guy With Two
Left Feet

PERSONAL
Sweetheart,
I love you. I don't be
lieve how time has flown
by, but no matter how
much time has gone by,
I 11 always love you.
You're what I want in
life, I'm sure of that. I
j'ust keep hoping, and
praying that we'll be to
gether. I know there'll be
a time for that, there's
gotta be. All this wouldn't
be happening for no
reason.
So, until then, I love
you, and I'll love you
even more when you get
here.
Forever,
Me.

PERSONAL
Momo,
W ell, my dear freind,
you did it! You survived
living with me!!!Just be
glad I didn't keep my
whole "jungle," or you'd
come down with pediculossis. [Ha, ha!]
It's been great living
with you. Take care, and
I wish you the best.
Love,
Bet Bet

To the Emperor and the
Field Marshall,
Well guys, it has been
a very unique semester.
I'm sure the next one
should also be one to re
member. Have a nice
summer. I'll miss you
guys.

Love,
Betilda
P.S. I'll make it a point
to come jump on you next
year. [I'm also planning on
gaining 20 pounds!]

Love always,
Your secretary
PERSONAL
Pat,
PJ will take care of you
this summer when I'm not
there.

PERSONAL
Dear Sharon,
You're weird, now, I'm
just kidding, you're a nice
"kid" and I've enjoyed
"living" with you. Good
luck next year and I wish
you the best.

Love,
P.J.'s second best
friend

PERSONAL
Dear Italian Nose:
The gold banner contest
you've won has a grand
prize of Judy and me for
friends! Take care and
congratulation s!!!

Love,

Bertha

PERSONAL

PROGRAM
Female Programs
Also Available

Lee Manchu
and the Girls
[The Four short girls with
long black hair, slanty
eyes,
and
one
with
chicken-liDsl.

W.C.R.

Rocky,
Have a great birthdat
and a fantastic summer.
You owe a visit!!! [W ere
they blue with white W is
or white with blue Wis
Take care.

$ 1 0 0. 0 0 pe r Month
JOIN O U R PLASMA

To Chris [Lakeside 2nd],
W e've been waiting by
the foosball table with
your Chinese pizza for
quite some time now. Did
you cancel this order? It's
beginning to get cold.
Please
contact.

the

PERSONAL

EARN
EXTRA MONEY

PERSONAL

for

Love,
Me, Kare n

Attention Males

Love,
Barbara

PERSONAL

To Joe-RI,
Remember hav e a put
summer and I wont lor
get you. Be good an d
remember I L0\ L 101.

Dear Cheerful. Ham*
some and Glen Cam pbe
PERSONAL
No reprimand this tim e
just best wishes for J
Casey,
great summer. Love tha
I'm really proud of you! Chevy, Handsome.
Now quit worrying about smiling, Cheerful. '
next year and enjoy the heavy on the Ultra- •
end of this one.
GIen~W<aitn Let me g*
my sunglasses.
Love,
Casey [2]
Love always.
"Perv"

Love,
"Jerk"'

Decker Five:
Thank you
memories.

PERSONAL

PERSONAL

Dear Suzi-Q,
I hope that you will get
more "determined" over
the summer. [Know what
I mean?' I'm going to
miss your funny face and
curly head popping into
the room saying "tis I."
Have a great summer.

Somerset Laboratories, Inc.
94 1 Whitehorse -Mercerville Rd
Trenton,

j

New Jersey

CALL 585-8600 For Details
Mon.-Fri. 9:00am -5:00pm
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jCLASSIFlEp! Sandy,
Dear
PERSONAL
To the nicest Mooses
I've met:
Have a party-filled
vacation, I don't know
what
I'm
gonna
do
without all of you over
the summer. The Mooses
were, always there when 1
needed a place to sleep
and when I needed some
one to talk to or cheer
Love,
Karate Moose
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THE SIGNAL
PERSONAL
Mary Beth and

Here, finally a personal!!
How does it feel to have
one year over with? I
hope next year will be
even better. Have a great
summer [you both de
serve it.] See you on
second next year.
Love,
Kathy

Only three more days.
Then you can really
collapse!!

7*-

P.S.S. Hope to see all of
you next year, [Chocolate,
Pig, Orange, Lemon, and
Barb, and Blue Moose,
you're alright.
PERSONAL
Congratulations to
Sensei
Jeff
on
his
promotion.
P.S. Where are
our
T-shirts?
PERSONAL
Dear Peach,
It's a pleasure to be
your friends. We love you
too and wish you the very
best of luck at F.I.T.
Don't
worry
Peach,
you're stuck with us as
friends forever! Take care
and we "will" see you
over the summer.
Love,
Twink, Suz, Rah,
Schnord, Kel and Sal
PERSONAL
Glenn,
Happy 19th Birhtday.
Love,
Bonnie
PERSONAL
Handsome [ who me?],
Love the "heavy Chevy"
Too bad your legs are
hidden
while
you're
driving!

PERSONAL

A-lee, a-la,
You're
small
but
mighty! Lose your slippers
ately? "Yes Elisa, there is
lotulism" "Oh mother, I
on't know," "Hey, you
must go to college!" "We
ll" hope you passed.
Advanced M.B.! Never
orget our little vic
tories.

PERSONAL

P.S. Chocolate Moose you
made this year one to
remember, by just being
there, gonna really miss

PERSONAL

PERSONAL

Love,
K.A.H.
PERSONAL
Dear Liora,
This year has been
great. I'm so glad it
worked out as well as it
did.
Remember
how
scared we were that it
wouldn't?
1 know everyting will
work out for you. Be sure
to let me know about
everything that happens.
Always remember me,
[Nilla], all the Mooses, the
6th floor, where you
spent two years of your
life, all-nights [almost],
bowling,
that
certain
Valentine's Day and all
your friends. Remember,
you've got a wedding to
go to in the near future.
We'll never forget you,
Blue.
Remember
us
always.
Love,
Kathy

Love and vacuum
cleaners,
Another perv [oh, no]
PERSONAL
Glen Campbell,
Come by tor some Ultra
Irite coupons!! Ill be sure
to wear my sunglasses!
Love,
Mel

PERSONAL
Ed,
Come back and see us
sometime.
Love,
All of Us

PERSONAL

Love,
Super

Love,
Bertha's o lder sister

For Men & Women
Hair Coloring
Frosting
Hennas.

Woody,
PERSONAL
Drop 'em.
; Bobby,
I'U give you a rain check
on t hat "F~k You."
PERSONAL
Signed,
Rocky, [alias Dankles'.
Not
Tonight
I
Have
A
Chatnam:
with the gorgeous ankles], •
Headache" in room 6
Promise me you'll take off
Happy Birthday! Come;
your hat next time.
»y f or a "graple."
PERSONAL

Love,
Melvin
P.S. They aren't
they're white.

blue; Willy,
"You don't know a good
thing when you've got it in
your hand . . ."
Signed,
PERSONAL
Horny at Six a.m.
P.S. "That'll be the day . . ."
Mr. Cheerful Himself,
Keep smiling and I will is closer than you think.
feel
as
though
I
accomplished something
PERSONAL
this semester, even if my
room was a mess. Don't Glen,
sell your psych books!
Happy 19th Birthday.
Love,
Love,
Bonnie
Me.

Jackie E.
PERSONAL
To the Others,
I want to thank you all for
traveling across the country.
Never forget the Chichen
trains and lazar beams in my
dreams, and finally lean with
the curves and roll when you
hit.

Lumberjack-shit,
Thanks for a great time in
Fla. and a very special
semester. Ill never forget
you.
Love ya,
Disco-shit

Matthew Gtiagliardo
Olden and Parksidc Aves.
Trenton, A.J.

Blue Moose.
PERSONAL
Let's stick together for
we all know, once a
moose, always a moose.

PERSONAL

PERSONAL
Caroline,
Do you want your pictures
of Bill back no w?

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
LET US HELP YOU TO
BECOME A CPA

Linda
[alias: One-Who-Knows]

CPA

Signal,
I shall miss
Many thanks.

you

all!

Love,
Your Poetry Nut!

REVIEW

PILGRIM MEDICAL GROUP INC.
A CLINIC FOR

PERSONAL

S "P "J.,
How's your sore throat?!
Is
your
complexion
improving?? Keep taking
your medicine, but don't
choke on it!!

Puff,
Thanks for helping to
make this year the best.
Thanks for putting up
with me, my friends and
all my traumas. Thanks
for being the maid and
for surviving those pajama
parties. You're the best
and I'll never forget you.
Hope you find
happiness
in whatever you do.

Romeo,
Where for art thou
without my book? Remem
ber, you still owe a favor!
AAV

ABORTION SERVICES
746-1500
Free Pregnancy T eat. Examination and Counselling

393 BloomHeld Ave., Montclair, N.J. 07042
N.J. State Licensed Abortion Facility

PERSONAL

PERSONAL

PERSONAL

(609) 883-8888

I love you Mooses,

Perverts,
PERSONAL
When's the ceremony?
PERSONAL
Were the Snapper Sisters
Avacado, stay cool and
invited?
Come write a
To "You Know Who,"
; day on the calendar. keep in touch with me...
You have no class. This is
Love,
not the Drummer. Besides, 1 •'
Love,
believe his expression is "big j
Blue Moose
men do it better," although;
Love
I'm sure he varies it with! the experienced camper
P.S. Sorry I moosed!
each girl just so it doesn't '•
get trite, you know?
One Who Knows
;
PERSONAL
P.S. Why d id you sign "you:
PERSONAL
and
M,
know who?" How should he I S
Never forget, "Beu!!",
know which one you are?
P.S.S. Don't worry, his; our calendarm Peter and
Sparky, okay, okay, okay, [WTSR] La Costa.
stains
do come out.
eric, HBT's, BBB, Susan
Get your hair cut so
breathe, Chiicano, Delarn,
PERSONAL
our weekend together, my everyone can see your
pine needles, specialized cute face.
Banana Brain,
Happy birthday!!! I was; pizzas, our tickle, water
Love and kisses.
gonna bake a cake but 20. and pillow fights, the
laundry basket, midnight
bananas wouldn't fit!!
The Stranger on the
talks, green m&m's and
Love,
Phone
me.
Woodstock
XOXOXOXOXO
Love,
a-lee

BUFFALO
LONG ISLAND
NEWARK
NEW YORK

by appointment

From the Thems

PERSONAL
PERSONAL

WLH*
Thanks for a beautiful
Karen and Jane:
unforgettable
weekend. I
Congratulations on your
acceptance. That schoo will treasure it always. You
doesn't know what they're were right, the bigger it is,
:he better it is.
in for.
You Know Who
P.S. I hope I can get the
Good luck,
sheets clean. Looking
Car
forward to Saturday night.

A-lee A-laa,
How can I sum up
entire year? I won't eve
begin to try. Excep
maybe to say Hmmm
hmmm Red Alert!!! <
"Stand and deliver" or
and S Day or "Oh 'ell
Mrs. Premise" or

Accident Prone,
Did you hurt yourself? I
Ron,
couldn't t ell. I w as laughing
Can you get botulism from
too
hard!
driving to River Vale? Come
Love,
visit and you can hear me
Tee Hee Hee
laugh!
Love,
"Stop picking on me!"
PERSONAL

Love,
Your Sis
PERSONAL

PERSONAL

Love,
What's her name
down the hall

Executive
Haircutting

To my sister,
I found a ready-made •
amily when I came to.
TSC-a sister AND a
irother. I never realized '•
IOW nice that could be. •
lappy P and S Day. •
lappy R the B Day:
Feast your eyes].

PERSONAL

PERSONAL
Super,
"Are you two sisters
I'd swear you were!
Always remember Mofl
Carole, Matt, • B.J. "Road
to Moscow," "Nostrada
mus," Tarrytown, th
calnder,' our brew labels
Lump R the B, our sti
necks at dinner, "go ge
chocolate milk." 'keep yo
pillow fighting arm i
shape until Rocky and u
meet again.

PERSONAL

^

Love,
"I Love My Roomate"
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PERSONAL
CGThanks for keeping me
sane all semester. We've
had some pretty weird
times together. Remember
the Radiothon, KK, the
Banquet, the Pub, BM,BH, the scrawny Italian,
and "friends," Softball
games, and shake-shake.
Hope your future will lead
to a little more normalcy
than you experienced
here.

PERSONAL
B.D., Have a
nice
summer, I hope it's with
me.

PERSONAL

C.C.

Chuck
PERSONAL

' Cara

i

Love,
WTSR

PERSONAL
Patty, You lose.

c.c.c.
PERSONAL
Dear Dick,
I miss our summer fun
call me immediately.
Cathy

PERSONAL
To George [Bugle-Boy],
PERSONAL
Thanks for the steak :
dinner-you're a nice rich old !
Happy holiday hunting to
man after all!
all the Lambdas: enroute to
Love Cheryle
New York, Atlantic City
P-Town, Fire Island, anc
New Hope.
PERSONAL
To Dave, Bruce, Borz, and ;
Pam, Thanks for a great;
year! Have a fun summer i
PERSONAL
and party your butt off! I •
love you-Cheryle [with an' i; To two bearded men [or is it
"e"]
; onej:
Remember, Sugarbush? 1
was a fool to care, the
PERSONAL
plucking Valentine's Day
"We need to have people I Slave night, sleep over late
who mean something to us; I Wednesday Night in the
people to whom we can turn, j "lounge", Bajaing at the
knowing that coming to; shore, goose and gander lots
them is coming home."
; of craziness and most of us
To the Signal staff: thanks '• remember us.
for everything. You've all ;
We love you,
been great.
;
The Tramps
With gratitude, and much !
much love,
!
Linda
PERSONAL

Love,
C&M

PERSONAL
Johnny The Fox:
|
Let me give you a guided J Dear Guiseppe, ["JMB"], I ,*,"1
tour of my various regions. | Thanks so much for a 1
{fantastic year! You're realThe Back Row
||y ^ much!!

Guess Who
PERSONAL
To, the Signal,
Nice try! We strongly
suggest that you hang it
up where Softball is con
cerned. Face it-you just
don't have your shit
together.

Gnat,
PERSONAL
Well, how many years |
does this make? It's been {Cromwell 1,
RMNA one.
Ann It's
IF c MAILN
mo -i *•~
_ 11 mv
A good
a
made us
to all
closer and I'm glad.
4
1
I love you a ll.
Your "sister,"
Mickey

My Tall Daisy»
Dear B.W.,
I apologise lor cheating u_ _
»uj §""*6
going w
f?t51C
lc
We're
really
you. I Ask Skif if you don't I miss your smile! ["Com'on
believe me.
j Guys!"]

personal
JoAnn, IH miss your,
shoulder to cry on. Have
a nice summer.

PERSONAL

(

PERSONAL

Love always
BARZ

Love always,
PERSONAL

{

Me

I am not responsible for J
PERSONAL
the past, present, or future |
To
The
Sweetest
debts of an ex-news editor
wn.
J Mooses I've Ever Known:
Even though we just
I &
JBC
I met
PERSONAL
I want to say you'rethe
I Ray of sunshine that
Honey,
I brightened
It's going to be a longi Up my last weeks as a
summer without you. I can't I Junior. Have fun over
wait until next September {the
' 13 when everyone will know. I summer and don't forget
I love you. Job will have to j me
take my place during thei when you're in Florida
J Lemon Moose.
I See you and Mike over
I the
Love always and forever, | vacation [too bad you
Your fiancee
j..b°y we"d-1 °r,,"!e

PERSONAL

PERSONAL
I Brad....
J Loving you wun't em
I thing, but then the firs
J wasn' t too h ot either.

Dear Judy,
Disillusioned
I
Do Jciucuiirei
you remember.,...me
•
.the •
lbest things in life pigging J
I out, good talks, the first j
PERSONAL
J tim e and us.
i
, *,
#
' Uncle Buddy..
I
Love and lots of
I
'
w„ .
0 e y#ur Wlsli*
luck 1
' I looks, and wi tty o utlook a
Giavino
{life. But I also love Cmirv
J
Puffy Eyes
K*
Donald
! P.S. Our
J begun.

friendship

has I
I
PERSONAL
I
I
PERSONAL
I
Karen,
I
,
Have a terriffict lkk
I birthday.
R
i x'r sseason!!! I'm j
Let's look|
Love, Su e
I
I
PERSONAL
I
I me tennis and where is |
PERSONAL
I
Leann
To my Fiancee,
,•the_
I love you too, and you' I floor wax. Pig.
To who m it may concern.
know
I Due to th e overwhelming
re right-It will be a long J D°
( yon
summer without you.
I somebody a not
J
friendly
dis position th is s ePERSONAL
I for ya? Talk to you
|mester. /am willin g to sell
later
J to the best oi ler, my c oUccLove Always and Forever, |
jMiss November,
I tion of im ported and domesYour fiance
It's been a good year
• ticated tamed an d tr ained
jKeep in touch and good luck |
I
PERSONAL
•in Mass.
I UKABs.
|in
8
I
{ Liora,
'
Call bet, 2&8 ask for K.C
Love,
PERSONAL
J Stay the sweet thing
From
all
of
us
J you are
Goodbye Carol. I can't J over the summer and
REMEMBER
say it was fun because it I ^ the other mooses that
knowIf it wasn't fo r th e riwy.
wasn't. Remember, life is •1 bave Yet,
PERSONAL
like fruit. The older it gets 2 H,ave a fun summer and
! Judy Garland would hi ve
the better it is until it rots • don 1 moose out to° much! jTo Gary,
J been a has-been.

ijr - - — -

J

To J.W.F.
Thanks for a great semes
J I really appreciate whatj
Honorary Moose
Goodbye old fruit . .
ter...It'll be a lonely sum
I you've done for me this year. I
Bill,
j mer.
A not so close friend .
PERSONAL
I
I
A lit tle space just for you.!
Your pretend niece
Thanks for putting up with*
T.M.T.
{ Bobby,
PERSONAL
PERSONAL
I
Don't be a str anger in
all the grief I ga ve you this;
PERSONAL
Jere . ..
semester. You're a saint J
{ life.
Monster,
Take care of yourself i
Please don't forget me too!
I
s
Could I buy one of your own •
heen a fantastic I To Ron,
quickly after I'm go ne, and;
K.
PERSONAL
5 by 11 glossies .. .
{ montb' ''ve had some ofj You h urt me.
also please remember that;
PERSONAL
VA... favorite
F.
FI- centerfold
I ETA !I the
THP HPC#
H'MOO in
IN my
N.., L!T
best times
life. I
Your
I...well, never mind, I think!
To: J.P.S.
with you. You're so good
Victim
you know.
!
| Bob [WTSR! Hefto*
I think we worked
to me. I'm going to miss [
Love
!
I Summer is a smile »
good together. I only wish
you
over
the
summer.
|
PERSONAL
PERSONAL
I don't get blown a«afthat our communication
Please keep in touch •
J Thank you for •"
cooperation
had Good-by Debbie .
becaus I don't want it to 2 T o the Signal Staff,
PERSONAL
! and
NNRL
II N >,« ~ G ' A . • m
smiles.
for the sake of
Wait
wait until you find out |
i en<*- Have a fantastic 2 To the
Happy Birthday Carol; continued
best
peoplej Yours forever in smiles
the group and our friend who you are working for this ' sununer'
5/25/77. Hope your d ay is a;
J
anyone
can
have
workingi
Liora
special one.
; ship. Remember that I
I for them.
I wish toj
love you and I'm always
Lots of love and
PERSONAL
The boss
J.C.
1 thank you for your helpi
here to carry on where
sunshine,
PERSONAL
J this year.
Special thanxl ,, D . . i«f.sta
we left off.
Dopey-Face
2 t o the "Old
Robert Lalasu
he "Old Gaurd" „i.„!
whoj Mr.
™ rTnTbTekV
PERSONAL
Dennis,
are
leaving
and to new I n
-ver thiak
China
PERSONAL
ever
Are you really going to
I friends
that wandered in. !
'
mentis mat
•£.»•)
You're
Doctor Bill,
graduate this year?!!
Y
Ur
help
was
nva
Paner ! °
> Im*ble I „ ,?*!*
Do you
the I To, the Toilet
J.C.
an<
we
0
;• Queen,
vcueen,
I
*
couldn't have put J
That Girl on
cafeteria?
PERSONAL
always wondered 1 ^flanks for being there |°"f. a PaPcr eafh week | The Telephone Line
1 always
PERSONAL
wondered.
Have a very
hrQugh ^ ^ ^^ {without ,t.
PFRSOVAL
1 Fvn
Tilt . ..
„1I vear. 1,1
summer,
rest nn
K°"a
stTmer- rest
UP*|
, I've UJ
had all
It's I2 good
To the members of
Remember Grant,
V0U
re
l gonna be a boring vaca- I
B°ing to need it.
! Tp the Hotel Belief
PERSONAL
G.U.T.S.,
Remember Me,
J tion without you. Keep in J
Love, W illy
G.U.T.S. has been a
J B oys,[Ed,
Th"' Mlt
I ow e you money,
,
touch
because
you're
one
|
PERSONAL
To the girls who are
I Ken ny,
Kevin.
learning,
trying,
and
I will pay thee . . .
jof
my
best
friends
and
I
•
Leaving Decker 4th,
{ & Jack];
rewarding experience for
A sick puppy . *.
u'
2 Have a good summer Thanks so much for ali;don't WaDt to lose conUct- ljljL"
«!^
J.i
me.
I
just
pray
PERSONAL
I what did you say about 'typing days have J
that I've been able to the good times and I wishi
Love
and
sunshine.
e
1
Leonard,
I
invisible
chicken {begun]
give you all as much as you all the luck in the
Always,
I smelling???
Love Liora
world! I'm going to miss}
It's going to be a long
you've given me.
Mick
J
Len. Mac & Phil
summer but we will work
See you next year you all so badly!! "Life I
PERSONAL
PERSONAL
and/or at Christopher St.
won't swing on DeckerJ
something out.
We still
PERSONAL
have many good years a4th when you all leave!'*
J To the Mooses:
Poindexter.
head.
Your sister,
Congrats to the Grads: ' You made li'e
I love you.
China
All my love.
Love,
Lou. Len, & Mac.
J easier for this.
Boweep
Fox
MLF
Blue Moose
Love, Liora
PERSONAL
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Tennis Anyone?
By Nicole Honinow
So you've decided to take up a sport
but you're still undecided about which
one. Let me suggest tennis.
Whether for recreation or exercise,
tennis is perhaps .the most popular
participant sport around. According to a
Nielsen survey, for the U. S. Tennis
Association, the number of players more
than tripled in four years-from
10,685,000 in 1970, to 33,949,000 in 1974.
Tennis is still rapidly growing in
areas such as equipment sales, court
rentals, tennis camps, tennis clothes,
private court installations, and tennis
match attendance.
Before one can seriously begin tennis
there are a few things to consider. The
first, of course, is a tennis racket, which
is price range from approximately $3.99
for a strung wood racket at John's
Bargain Store in New Brunswick, to a
slightly high $189.00 for an unstrung
graphite Aliela racket by Cannon. There
are various prices in between these two
depending on the different frames and
materials used. The average price runs
around $50, unstrung.
Strings are another cost and range in
price from nylon to the more expensive
gut. The prices go from $15 to $23, in
the smaller sports stores to the slightly
higher in the larger and better known
stores.
The purchase of tennis balls is next
and their prices have steadily increased
in the past few years. Though one can
still buy store brand balls for about
$1.50, it is probably a better idea to
stick with the known brands such as
Wilson, Tretom, Dunlop, which now cost
between $2.42, to $2.62, depending on
where they are purchased.
A good pair of sneakers or tennis
shoes is highly recommended it not
essential. These prices also vary de
pending on the name and material.
There are now leather, canvas, and
even suede shoes to choose from. The
price for Tretom canvas of $20, and for

the same style in leather it's $30.
Adidas, Pumas, Prop, Pro-Keds, and
Eaton are some of the better known
brands.
Though one can play tennis in a
simple T-shirt and shorts, there are
some advantages to the standard tennis
outfits. The loose fitting dresses allow
freer movement and bending while for
the men, pockets in shorts hold the
extra balls needed to play.
The prices are high. Again there are
the brand names such as Chrissie Evert
dresses and head clothes. Skirts run
about $13, with a matching shirt, which
costs about $17, or a simple T-shirt
dress that runs $32. For men, tennis
shirts are about $15 and shorts a little
more than $20, and have matching socks
for $2.50. All these are based on prices
at Herman's Sporting Goods stores.
Women can buy "Super Sox," the abbre
viated socks with padding for almost $2.
Warm-up suits are popular too. Worn
before playing and then afterwards, they
come in different colors and styles. They
cost approximately $50 for the zippered
men's and women's suits. The better
known brands of course, are more
expensive.
There are other types of tennis wear
that many people buy. Some feel visors
or "Tennis Glasses" by American Optical
are important while others see these as
a burden when playing.
Sweatbands for the wrists are popular
and can be bought in packages of 4 for
about $1.50. Tennis gloves that are
supposed to produce a better grip ont
he racket are also used, price about
$3.00.
Now that a person has purchased all
this tennis gear, how does he get about
with it. I Wi th a tennis gear carry-all, of
course.
These too, come in different styles,
and colors. The "Amelia Earhart" tennis
case costs $29.50. The canvas and
plastics are the cheaper ones, while the
leather and suede are more costly. A

Bailey Joins Lions
By A1 Mu skewitz

Mark Bailey stepped down as head
football coach at Trenton High School at
the end of last season. But it didn't
take t he veteran mentor long to land a
new position:
Beginning next fall, Bailey will join
the Trenton State staff as an offensive
hackfield coach. His addition to the
coaching corps brings rookie head coach
Eric Hamilton's crew of part-time
assistants to six.
"We're glad to get a coach of Mark's
calibre," Hamilton said. "He'll be an
excellent ad dition to the staff. He comes
• ~. ere with a lot of knowledge and
experience. I don't think hell have any
problem adapting to work with college
kids."
In three seasons at Trenton High,
Bailey piloted the Tornadoes to an
*-18-1 record. Mark's best season was
"is first~a 4-5 finish.
He comes to the Lions with the task
I of building a strong
group
of
(quarterbacks to compliment TSC's
already strong running attack.
"We'll have to work a little on
ffense," Hamilton said. "That's where
Mark's work will be cut out for him.
'Veil be young at quarterback, but we
"ave a couple of good freshman coming
a. And we have a fairly experienced
"ackfield coming back with Nate
Woodard) and Tom Hendricks.
We'll base our attack on what we
"ave to work with, the same as we did
»st year. There's alot we can do, but it
iepends on the people we have. We
X)n't want to put in anything we can t
"andle. Basically, we'll stick to the same
i offensive c oncepts that Carmen (Piccone)
Tad with some new ideas."
Bailey's counterparts in the assistant
coaches' room will be Paul Vichroski
offensive line), Tony Ianiero (defensive
6oss), Gr eg Cortina (defensive ends), Bill
Bannek(defensive line), and Bob Gillece
. linebackers).

<T[y

leather bag by Longford of Oregon costs
$39.95.
Now that you're properly dressed and
holding the right racket, you still need
lessons. Local communities offer public
instruction for free or small registration
fees, but for the serious player there
are tennis camps throughout the U.S.
that offer not only instruction by a
professoinal but an entire tennis life for
the period you choose to stay.
At the World of Tennis Resort in
Austin, Texas for only $325, per person
for six days, plus food and 15 hours of
instruction one can be taught tennis by
former Davis Cup player and coach,
Russell Seymour. For a $365 package
deal at the Raquet Club Ranch in
Tuscon, Arizona, they'll teach you for
one week.
Though going such a far distance to
learn to play may be fun it is not
necessary. Local are indoor courts offer
instruction which includes court use.
Rental at such places is by the hour
unless one has joined the association's
club, for whose members rates are
reduced.
If you are interested in having a
private tennis court installed, the U. S.
Tennis Court and Track Builders of
Glenview, Illinois estimate it to cost

between $10,000 to $20,000 for the
leveling and surfacing alone. Fencing to
keep balls in and animals and people
out would run about $4,000 for the
chain link type and if you wanted light
ing, the Devoe Lighting Systems say
installation would cost $4,800.
Though a beginner would probably
not have a court built, right away, he'd
have to pay approximately $14 to $16
for indoor court use, but then these
rates do lower by a few dollars after
prime day-light hours.
So what would it cost to begin your
new sport? Well, an estimated $543
would go into the above mentioned
playing apparatus, along with lessons,
plus the optional home court, which
would cost approximately $23,800 to
install.
Of course, these are only the basics.
If one wanted to further improve their
game, there are other helpful tennis
purchases to be made. There is the
"Little Prince" ball machine, $295.00;
the LET Method Tennis Tutor (taped
lessons), $39.95; "The match" ball
shooting machine, $329.95; "th tenbow"
to absorb shock from the elbow, $12.95;
the "volley," an effortless pickup basket
for balls, $16.50; the "vize," a glove for
better grip, $1.25

17. In 1973, this pitcher lead the
American League in wins. Who is he?
18. How many victories did this
By Dean A. Goettsch
pitcher have?
19. Before 1968, what was the last
This is it people, the final exam. I'd
year that the Detroit Tigers won an
like to express my sincerest thanks to
the many readers of the Trivia Chest American League pennant?
20. Who was the World Series MVP
that have either written in or expressed
of 1973?
to me their enjoyment of this column. I
21. This player lead the National
will definitely be back next year, offer in? this course in trivia to those of you League in walks, for 3 consecutive years
who think you know your beans about (1966-68). Who is he?
22. Who was the first Texas Ranger
trivia. Best of luck in your grades, the
summer, and this final exam.
D.A.G. to ever throw a no-hitter?
23. Speaking of the Texas Rangers,
Associate Athletic Director June
1. What is the title of Jerry
who is their owner?
Walker said Vinson's main duties as Izenberg's column in the Newark Star
24. Name the members of the New
assistant will be in recruiting of talent Ledger?
York Mets broadcast team.
and the scheduling of officials for
2. What number does Nolan Ryan
25. Who is nicknamed "Boozie"?
Bonus: In 1974, this current major
contests at TSC.
wear?
A search for a new Lacross and
3. Who was the major league
leaguer lead the International League
Fencing coach is presently under way manager of the year in 1973?
(A.A.A.) in batting. Who is he?
since both Kathy Sjogren and Roxanne
4. Who was the coach of the New
Busch are leaving at the end of this York Titans (AFL) back in 1961?
Answers
5. This former Boston Patriot lead the
semester.
AF. in scoring for 4 consecutive
1. "At Large"
Dan, Franchetti has accomplished a lot seasons (1963-1966). Who is he?
6. Who was nicknamed "Orator Jim"?
2. 30
of things in two seasons with the
7. Who "was nicknamed "Country"?
3. Gene Mauch (Montreal Expos)
Trenton State baseball team.
8. In 1967, this Chicago Blackhawk 4. Sammy Baugh
On Wednesday afternoon, he'll close
5. Gino Cappelletti
out a highly successful sophomore lead the NHL in assists. Who is he?
9. How many did this player have? a. 6. Jim O'Rourke (Boston)
campaign as the starting second
7. Enos Slaughter
baseman for the South squad in the 74, b. 62, c. 60, d. 58
10. In 1954, 2 Montreal Canadians tied 8. Stan Mikita
first New Jersey College Baseball
9.
62 (B)
with
38
goals
each
to
both
lead
the
All-Star Game.
10. Bernard (Boom-boom) Geoffrion
The game, which will be played on NHL in goals scored. Who are they?
11. Who was the last New York Maurice Richard
TSC's refurbished Ackerman Park, is
slated to begin at 5 p.m. Tickets can by Ranger to lead the league in scoring 11. 1961, Andy Bathgate, 84 pts.
12. c. Alcindor
and
in what year did he do it?
obtained by contacting Lion baseball
12. Which one of these players did 13. David Hemery
coach Gary Hindley in Bliss Hall.
not
play
on
the
1968
U.S.A.
Olympic
14. Don Drysdale
Franchetti, from Hammonton, is one
of two Lions who were picked for the basketball team? a. Charlie Scott, b. 15. Ty Cobb
16. 1900
squad. Senior infielder Tom Dileo of Spencer Haywood, c. Lew Alcindor
13. In 1968, this Great Britainer 17. Wilbur Wood
Trenton is the other selection.
18. 24
shaped
a
streak
of
6
consecutive
U.S.
Joining
Franchetti in the starting
keystone combination will be Rider's Olympic victories in the men's .400 19. 1945
20. Reggie Jackson
Rick Cyburt. Princeton's Vic Kurylak, a meter hurdles. Who is he?
14. In 1968, this National Leaguer set 21. Ron Santo (Chicago Cubs)
power-hitting soph, will start at first.
a record of pitching 58 scoreless innings. 22. Jim Bibby
Rutgers coach Matt Bolger, who will
23. Bob Short
pilot the South team, has tabbed ace Who is he?
15. Who was nicknamed the "Georgia 24. Lindsey Nelson, Ralph Kiner, Bob
Karl Anderson to start on the mound.
Murphy
Anderson, the top vote-getter in the Peach"?
16. In what year was the American 25. Willie Horton
balloting, posted a 7-2 record for the
Bonus: Juan Beniquez
League organized?
Scarlet Knights this season.

Stacey Vinson, who was head
women's Basketball, Track and Tennis
coach at Wesley an College, was awarded
the Assistant Athletic Director, Head
Women's Basketball and Track coaching
position at TSC, the first such
non-teaching position held by a women
in the state.
Vinson holds a B.S. from the
University of Texas where she scored
3,500 points in basketball and her M.S.
from Smith College in North Hampton,
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Davis: A Versatile Performer
to the rising junior who exemplifies
outstanding academic and professional ser
vice to the major.
There is an old saying by the famous
Davis is a pitcher for the Lions' baseball
baseball manager, Leo Durocher, that goes team and with all these activities holds
"nice guys finish last."
down a 3.3 cumulative average.
Well, as with everything, there are
Concerning the Lions' baseball team and
exceptions. One of the nicest guys on this their season this year, Davis said, "The
campus is Charlie Davis. His outgoing, problem with our team this year is inconsis
friendly, and bubbly personality makes him tency. Early in the year the pitching failed.
a favorite among faculty and students here Whenever we had good pitching we either
at Trenton State.
made errors on the field or did not come up
Davis, a resident of Neshanic Station, with the clutch hit. As the year progressed,
N.J., graduated from Somerville High our hitting and pitching inproved and
School in 1973. A verstile performer both on consequently our record inproved."
the field and in the classroom, Davis ran
In regards to his own performance this
cross country for three years, was a year, Davis explained, "My performance
forward on the basketball team for two has been below my expectations. The goals
years and pitched for four years on the that I had set I did not achieve. I pitched
baseball team. In his senior year, his school well in Florida, but when we returned I
won the Central Jersey Group II Baseball experienced a period of wildness while
Championship.
losing two games against such stiff com
Upon graduation at Somerville, Davis petition as Temple and Lehigh. But I've re
enrolled at TSC where he presently is a gained my control and confidence by
senior and a Health and Physical Education winning my last two decisions against
major. He nicked UD w here he left off in Kutztown and N.J.I.T."
high school by becoming involved with
The baseball programs here at TSC
many activities on the TSC campus. He is a according to Davis is excellent. Said Davis,
member of the Health and Physical Educa "We play a very competitive schedule. Our
tion Recreation Club and the HPER field is one of the best in the Northeast. I
Steering Committee. He was an instructor feel that the players coming into the
at a soccer workshop for Monmouth program can really benefit from the
College, which was run by the President's program and enjoy playing at TSC"
Council on Physical Fitness.
Davis talked about his views on some of
Davis was also the recipient of th eCarolyn the things concerning sports these days.
Hammond Award which is given annually
On the situation with the new millionares
By Rich Matwes

in baseball, Davis said, "I feel it's too much
money for a player to receive. It is hurting
baseball due to the problems arising
between teammates, players and their
organizations. Unity in a ball club is
essential to the teams performance and also
to the spectators enjoyment of the game.
With the new salary structure there has
been a breakdown in team unity."
Another issue in sports today concerns
the minor leagues. Will the future ball

players still come from t he
the colleges replace the J J-H
traimng ground for the majl / '
Davis believes that, "The! ""
tes and the coaches that the Xr •
work with are not sufficient e '
produce major
"Lack of money6 is a Ta^. .
colleges cannot pay the sal aries • - *
coaches demand or provide
because the colleges in the sout&
have a distinct advantage over the
colleges because of the bett er v f"
the south and west. As a res ult-
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p'a,y ,m°re games recruit better ^
added Davis.

Charlie Davis: A true scholar athlete.

As far as persuing a pro un
explained, I wouldn't want to plav- .
Everyone thinks that playing ;V '
glamorous. It is not. A per son"
owns" you for a period of e ight You are told what to do, w hen tod,. ,
how to do it. Monev wo uld be a c- :
factor for me to turn pro, but it r®
have to be such an exorbitant usct
that I could not refuse."
Looking into the future, Da vis, r. graduation, hopes to teach ph ysics.tion and coach various sports at th e t in
school level. He also plans on attain.- i
Masters degree in Health and Ptv, '.
Education with an interest to wards:
ical therapy. Davis also pla ns to t n extensively across Europe.
For one who has done so m uch, C har Davis has just scratched the surface.
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Kalas: The Phillies Voice
By Richard Matwes and
Dean A. Goettsch
The voice of Harry Kalas in and
around Philadelphia is as much a
tradition as the Liberty Bell and
Schmidt's Beer. Kalas, the Voice of the
Phillies, Temple University football, and
Big Five Basketball has been a member
of the Philly broadcasting team for over
seven years.
Kalas started his broadcasting career
as the Sports Director for the Univer
sity of Iowa radio station. To get as
much experience as possible, Kalas
broadcasted nearly every sporting event
held at the colleges and Kalas said of
his experience at the radio station, "we
sometimes made fools of ourselves
because our inexperience at the mike."'
Upon graduation from lowa, Kaias
signed a contract to broadcast minor
league baseball for the Hawaii Islanders
on the Pacific Coast League. His first
broadcast also happened to be first
broadcast of a professional game from
the Hawaiian Islands.
Kalas recalled a story from that first
game. Said Kalas, "I was scheduled to
conduct an interview with the Islander
manager Irv Noren. I had patched the
mike into the wall of the dugout and
called Noren over. Some of the players
who were sitting in the dugout had
called me over to wish me luck in my
first broadcast. I then went back to
Noren, got my cue from the color man
and I started my interview."
"I started • by saying, 'Hello everyone,
my name is Harry Kalas and welcome
to the
very
first
game ever
broadcasted from Hawaii and it is very
fitting that we have as our guest,
Hawaii's first man a ger, Irv Noren."
Irv, how will the Islanders do this
year?", said Kalas adding;

For example, Kalas said that Dave
Kingman's (N.Y. Mets) salary demands
for a two million dollar contract were
not feasable.
Kalas said, "Kingman either hits
homeruns, pops, flies out, or strikes out.
His fielding leaves much to be desired.
Now, a player like Mike Schmidt
(Phillies) has all the tools to be a super
star, therefore he makes the big money
(three million). He hits homeruns, hits
for a good average, and knocks in a lot
of runs too. What makes Schmidt so
good is that if he has a slow day at the
bat, he can win a game with his glove.
He is an excellent fielder and this is
one of Kingman's serious faults."
A broadcaster's day starts long before
he goes on the air. There is a lot of

is being overly biased towards the team
they work for. Kalas said, "we travel,
eat, sleep with the team." We have
many good friends on the team.
Naturally, I want to see the Phillies win
every game they play."
"However, if an opposing player
makes a good play or an opposing
pitcher shuts the Phillies out, I will
certainly give the player credit because
he deserves it. I'm not going to say
'C'mon Greg, lets hit a homer,' but I do
try to keep things . in their proper
perspective."
As for the Phillies' slow start, Kalas
said that he believed the pitching, has
not been up to par with last year's
pitching. He also said that injuries have
kept the pitching staff "shaky" and that
once everyone was healthy, the staff
should do the excellent job that it did
last year.
Kalas said that with the Phillies slow
start, "the loss of secondbaseman Dave
Cash has been magnified a lot more
than if the Phillies would have gotten
off to a fast start."
Kalas is joined in broadcast booth by
the former major league All-Star Richie

Ashburn and the newcomer to th e em ,
Andy Musser. "Andy is an excellent
broadcaster and with his pas t ex perience
in other sports, it is a pleasure to w ork
with him. As for Ashburn, he has to te
the best color man in baseball B*
baseball knowledge and se nse ol nu n> f
adds a great deal to our broaden,
said Kalas.
,.
As for the outlook this year, u *
said, "the Pittsburgh Pirates will give
the Phillies a run for their mo ney m
the Eastern Division. I see the r
winning the Eastern Division
defeating the Dodgers for the: : •
League pennant. After that, I J™1,. .
the Phillies will beat the New lor
Yankees in the World Series.
Many people wish that they
do something for a living that t «vve
always wanted to do but as
know, only a lucky few get that ck
chance.
As Harry Kalas said,"I've
wanted to be a broadcaster and e
day I wake up and I thank my .a .
stars that I am."

By John Cahill
Junior John Bruno came within four
strokes of qualifying for the National
Division III Golf Tournament to be held
in Ohio this week as the TSC Men's
Golf team closed out their season last
Monday and Tuesday.
After the first day's competition of
the D III NCAA Qualifying Tournament,
Bruno was leading all golfers by four
strokes as he shot a one-under-par 70.
TSC was in second as a team just
seven strokes behind leader Ramapo.
Where that first day for TSC was a
success, the second was a total failure.
Bruno shot a disappointing 80 to finish
the competition with a two-day total of
150 losing his chance at the Nation
as the second place finisher from
Upsala, after one day, shot an excellent
71 to finish with a 146 two-day total.
The team also faltered and finished
third for the competition.
An encouraging performance was
given by frosh Mark Dennish over the
host Rutgers University course as he
shot an 80-82 for a two-day total of
162.

Glassboro earned the right a
.
out
to the Nationals as a team ' firid AS
vu„ vu W1V
took first
over the five team
on
four of their golfers shot in
the final day.
.,
Head Coach Fred Oshel felt '
,n
good for his young team to
e
e
nc
the tourney for the *P®" . 5n j '-J K r.
pleased with the teams,104) . Tf(j-'s
1
record and feels,
will
experience of playing together ^
do even better next year, ®ven^' '

Bruno Over By Four

Said Noren, 'Well Harry, to tell you
the truth, we have a lousy team and
we'll be lucky to win ten ball games
this year."
"Well, I was speechless," explained
Kalas, "I didn't know what to say'
What I didn't know was that Noren anc
the players were playing a practica
joke on me. Noren had pulled the mike
out of the jack while I was talking to
the players and when it came time to
do the interview my color man gave me
a false cue, and as it turned out we
were not on the air at all!
In regards to the free agent draft and
seven-figure salaries, Kalas said that he
believed that the new salary structure
in baseball is way out of line.
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Phillies.

"homework" that must be done before a
game. Kalas said that his "homework"
includes studying the opposing pitchers,
teams, and players and what they have
been doing around the league. He
studies their previous performances
against the Phillies and their past
performance against other teams. "I
usually talk to the players and coaches
before a game and I get a lot of useful
information that I can use on the air."
One problem that all announcers face
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in the tough conference they
facing.
Gao
Senior Mark Mirabelli,
Johnson and sophomore torn
j
5 Tjting
have left by the time of tun
y*
and are heading out to ICLJ
Division ffl
National Track and
Championships.
_
,
,|B0)
Johnson (mile) and Doug
•
who qualified in the CTCTs 1* ^ jOO
ago and Mirabelli who.c ^ne eterv
feet needed in the javelin «u^
TSC dual meet this year
Nationals competition Thursday
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Netmen End With Smash
By Scott M. Sheppard

The Trenton State men's varsity
tennis team ended their season with
an extremely satisfying triumph over
conference foe Ramapo State 9-0.
With that victorious finale, the
season's concluding record shows six
wins and four losses.
Other conference wins tended to be
scarce with three of the four team's
losses coming at the hands of Glassboro
State (2-7), Kean (2-7) and Montclair
State (0-9).
Out-of-conference, the record proved
to be quite the contrary with the
netmen winning all but one of the five
matches in this category. These wins
consisted of triumphs over N.J.I.T. (6-3),
Rutgers-Newark (7-2) Stockton State

(8-1), and Philadelphia Textile (6-3). The
only loss out-of-conference was a hard
fought struggle with an excellent F.D.U.
Madison squad by the score of 4-5.
Performing in quite an up and down
fashion, probably the most harmful ting
to Head coach Ed Brink's squad was
inexperience, a common handicap to
many athletic teams. This statement is
made quite obvious by the fact that
four of the six members of the squad
were new faces on the T.S.C. campus.
An even more startling observation is
that out of the seven varsity letter
winners only one had any high school
tennis experience. In a sport where
many fundamental skills must be
attained before play can even start, one
can see that a 6-4 record combined with
the preceeding statements is in itself
quite an accomplishment.
Although up to now the team has

been the only topic discussed, tennis is
an individual sport and personal
performances cannot
be overlooked.
Co-captains A1 Potosnak, and Tim
Sabins led the way in the individual
won-loss column by completing 7-3
records.
Tim, a junior transfer from Ocean'
County, was quite a pleasant surprise at
both the fifth and sixth position.
Al, playing at first singles position,
was even more of a pleasant surprise
because at the No. 1 position a perfor
mance such as his has not been
accomplished in the last five years at
Trenton State. Probably the highlight of
his four-year varsity career occurred
during the team's tough loss to F.D.U.
Madison when he upset one of New
Jersey's finest tennis players, the
previously undefeated (9-0), Bruce
Bedford in straight sets 7-5, 6-2.

Other members of the team with
winning percentages were: Len Donald
son, a freshman in third position
singles: Bob Chianese, a junior trans
fer from Mercer County Community
College, who was at fourth singles (6-4),
and voted as one of the co-captains for
next year; and John Cover, who
excelled in his role as doubles specialist
(8-2).

Coach Brink will obviously miss the
valuable services, both playing and
inspirationally, of three of the seven
letter winners next year. These include
Al, with an overall record of 23-11, cocaptain Ralph Shearer, who finished his
four-year varsity career performing at
second singles and leaving with a 20-10
total won-loss record; and John Cover,
with a one year singles record of 6-4
after transferring to TSC from Bucky
County College.
Hopefully, Mr. Brink can look forward
to Sabins, Donaldson, Chianese, and
junior Steve Velenger, the returning
varsity letter winners, to carry the
winning attitude from the Ramapo
match onto next year.

Martha Isn't ^'Fowler"
By Eve Burris
Martha Fowler, a junior Health and
Physical Education major and varsity
high jumper was the first member of
this vear's women's track team of
Trenton State to qualify
for the' .
Associaton of Intercollegiate Athletics
for Women championships to be held at
U.C.L.A., May 18-21.
Fowler jumped 5 ft. 5 in. for a
personal and school record, April 26 in
a home meet against East Stroudsburg
State College. The qualifying height for
the national competition is 5 ft. 5 in.
Fowler said her success as a high
jumper this year and in the past has
been due to a combination
of
experience, natural ability and skills
carried over from other sports. She has
''never been formally taught to high
jump, but she has only been out-jumped
once in a dual meet since she came to
Trenton State.
She started high-jumping five years
ago as a high school junior in Succasunna. She participated in volleyball and
basketball, the jumping sports. She has
used this training, her long legs, and
• h er body control to gain success.
Fowler said of her qualifying jump, "I
always knew I had the capability, but I
didn't know if I would do it." She said
how you jump depends on the frame of
mind vou are in.
Many of their thoughts lately have
been about high-jumping. She has been
thinking about finishing the regular
season, about national competiton, about
her future in high-jumping.

<4

Fowler said if she finds she can
qualify for the Olympics in 1980, she
would like to go, but she is not plan
ning on it. She feels she is too old to
start thinking about the games.
During regular season meets, she
finds team support helpful, but when it
is her turn to jump, nobody can help
her. "It's between me and the bar," she
said.
When she jumps, she tries her best
no matter what the caliber of compe
tition. She says there is no strategy
involved.
Even after several years of compe
tition, she still gets nervous before a
meet. The tougher teams make her more
nervous. But, no matter how rough the
competition or how much she worries
about it, she still gets a good night's
sleep and eats a good meal the next
day.
Fowler has this kind of confidence
in herself because she puts a lot of
work into high jumping. She says the
most important things for a high-jumper
are sprints and explosive leg power.
She uses exercises like jumping and
running up and down stairs.
Every day during the season, except
for the day before a meet, she does
about 15 pop-ups. They are short
approaches to the bar and take-offs, not
actual jumps.
She also does 15 pop-ups using longer
approaches. She takes a couple of jumps
with the bar set at 4 ft. 10 in. for form
and to get the steps to the bar right.
The steps vary for different tracks and
thev depend on the mode of the jumper.

Your Neighbor
in the Mall"

Then she works on jumps for height.
She does five or six 60 yard sprints on
the curve of the track, and other
running drills. .
The day before a meet she works on
her steps again and takes a few jumps
for height. This practice is short, so as
not to tire her out.
During the off-season she also trains.
Most of the exercises she performs
during this period, are running and
stretching. They are designed to help
her stay in shape for track.
Fowler doesn't have much of a
problem staying in shape, as she is also
on the varsity basketball team. She
spends about an hour and a half a day
training for the sport during its season.
In the track team's final regular
season meet, Fowler participated and
took first place with a jump of 5 ft. 2
in. The meet was against Southern Con
necticut State College and took place on
the field of Amity High School outside
of New Haven, Connecticut.

The team left at 11:45 and took two
vans up to Connecticut. The vans were
driven by coach Roxanne Busch and
high jumper Brenda (B.J.) Jenkins.
After a drive of about three hours.
the team warmed up and prepared forcompetition. Fowler's twin sister, Sue,
drove to Amity, from the Unversity of
Bridgeport (Connecticut) to watch her
sister compete.
After a team work-out, the high
jumpers went to practice their event. It
was a sunny, warm day and the
atmosphere was casual. These con
ditions helped the jumpers.
All high jumpers took practice jumps
and had their mistakes corrected by
TSC field events coach, Greg Cortina.
The event began after all jumpers
reported in and the rules were
explained.
As was revealed by her performance,
Fowler continued her championship form
throughout the entire regular season
and will carry that style into the
Nationals, if she decides to make that
long trek to California.

Live Music!
This week
Duke's presents:

<^\
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by Al Muskewitz
Tom McCorry figured the 1976
recruiting year was his best ever at
Trenton State College. But what the
third-year head basketball coach has
coming next season is even more
impressive.
McCorry got some super news from
the Admissions office earlier in the week
when he was advised that four of his
top recruits will head for the Hillwood
Lakes campus next fall.
Leading the list of newcomers will be
Burlington County Freedom Division
"Player of the Year" Ron Powell of
Burlington Twp. High. The crafty 5-11
guard will give the Lion cagers a
representative backcourt. In his final
season at BT, Powell averaged 10.4
points and 5.6 assists an outing.
Joining him will be Bill Aromando, a
5-10 guard from Fork Union Military
Academy (Va.); Rich Groves, a 6-5
forward out of Essex Catholic High; and
John Kirby, a 6-3 forward from
Keyport.
"We've been looking at these kids all
season," McCorry said. "And these are
the four we wanted most, They all
chose to come here first,
none are
here by default.
"But the recruiting isn't over. We're
still involved with at least four kids in
the 6-5 range who haven't made any
decisions about going to school."
Last year, McCorry's recruits were
either the top or second-best players on
successful high school clubs. This year's
list of incoming freshman will rival that.
Aromando, who played his scholastic
ball at JFK-Iselin, averaged 11.0 points
and 4.1 assists at the Virginia prep
school. Groves, who carried an 11.2
scoring and 7.1 rebounding mean, paced
his school to an NJSIAA Parochial A
state title. Kirby, meanwhile, pumped in
18.5 points per outing and hauled in
12.1 rebounds.
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Lions Grab Awards
By John Cahill

Who were the top athletes and
coaches at TSC this year?
Well, at the Men's Athletics Banquet,
May 12th, a fine group of performers
were honored headed by the choice for
the Varsity T Award-Trophy senior,
Scott Puzia, who was also given the
coveted Signal, "Male Athlete of the
Year-Outstanding Senior Award," for his
excellence in wrestling here (see Puzia
article).
Other key awards were given to
senior Buddy Walton, who received a
plaque for earning four letters in two
sports (track and cross country), senior
Mark Mirabelli who won a Varsity-T
Watch for achieving All-American last
year in track for the javelin, seniors,
Puzia and Marty
Breithoff
won
Varsity-T watches for All-american
status in wrestling and graduates 'Joe
DeLuise and Keith Taylor who returned
to receive their Varsity-T watches for
Ail-American status in track last year.
Earlier this year, Keith Watters was
awarded the National Football Hall of
Fame Award as the outstanding
scholar-athlete at TSC.
The Athletic Alumni Award was given
this year at the banquet to Thomas
Smith, class of '56, who for the last
seven years has been assistant coach
under Rick McCorkle in Track and field.
Smith earned eight varsity letters while
a student, while being the captain of
He won the D'ERRICO AWARD for
'THE MOST OUTSTANDING SENIOR
ATHLETE " 1956 CLAUDIUS HAM ,
MAND ANTHONY AWARD, and

Puzia,
By John Cahill
and
Joseph R. Perone

SIGMA TAU CHI AWARD
for the
"Most Outstanding Senior Athlete."
Smith has been involved in athletic
training for the past 21 years as a
coach and health and physical education
teacher.
Mirabelli and DeLuise, who was
awarded a plaque with a clock, two
medals and flags for a two-time
Ail-American status, gave copies of their
plaques to Smith as memorabilia for his
fine coaching job of them.
Bill Allen, WTSR sports director,
awarded Dave Icenhower, the "Men's
Coach of the Year Award" for his fine
job with the wrestling team, a move
which was echoed by The Signal Staff as
they too, gave Icenhower their "Men's
Coach of the Year" honor, (see Icen
hower story).
Athletic Director, Roy Van Ness,
made a fine analogy at the banquet
when he said this year at TSC for
sports was the "Year of the Bandaid."
Injuries plagued TSC, from the start
with the football team, ran into the
basically destroyed the basketball team,
and followed through into the spring,
with both the baseball and track teams.
Other award-winning performers, who
didn't receive any awards, but who
made major accomplishments, were
junior John Bruno, TSC's top golfer,
seniors, Charlie Davis, and Tom Dileo,
in baseball, junior Gary Johnson, and
sophomore Tom Dougherty, qualifying
for the nationals in track, junior Steve
Graber's 15 straight first-place finishes
(undefeated), in the still rings in
gymnastics, freshman Tom Tideman,
who was awarded the prestigious Signal,
"Male Rookie of the Year Award," for

,

Well, the Trenton State College
Wrestling team has finally scored a
double play. Wait a minute...double
play? Isn't that in another sport? Yes,
this is true, but the grapplers still
scored a double play in this year's

TUESDAY, MAY %

Jane

DiS JTu n0rk as centerfor the
Basketball team, and junior*
Bilicki
and
Rich Burgess'
cross-country efforts.
The women athletes had a bart .
May 19, called "Athletes'Feats" V
performer was singled out as the
women's athlete, but each team their personal most valuable pla veThe winner of the most hal
Signal, Female Athlete of the v.
Outstanding Senior Award"
Kuhfuss,
(basketball-softbal'l)
awarded the most valuable honor b
softball team. Kuhfuss, who acco rdcoach June Walker, is the best ou tfer (her natural position) in New J tsacrificed that position, when she ;
here and became the best 1st basein New Jersey her first three yei
here. When the team needed a pit
this year, Kuhfuss unselfishly moved
the position, a move which caused hj
batting average to dip below the
mark, to .259, for the only season
TSC. Kuhfuss had an 8-6 record,
strikeouts, 68 walks, and gave up o 68 hits.
WTSR, awarded Brenda Campbe
their "Women's Coach of the Ye;
Award," for her fine handling of it
tennis and swimming teams while T:
Signal appreciated that excellent cho; but decided to give their "Woir.eCoach of the Year Award," to Roxar
Busch (see Busch story).
Jan Witherspoon was awarded th
most wanted Signal, "Female Rookie
the Year Award," for her f;:
performances in Women's Track wh;:
HHLv —i n.i
included a 59 second performance in tht
Staff Photo By Don Berry 400 meters, which set the standard f
Mle of
^ the Year • he
t school.
Kuhfuss- Female Athlet

Take
IceTop Honors
Signal Sports Award.
Head wrestling head coach, Dave
Icenhower has been selected as the
Signal's Coach of the Year, for his
competent guidance of the TSC matmen.
Icenhower led the team to an 11-5
overall record and was nominated for
Coach of the Year Award, during the
Division III NCAA Wrestling National
Championships.
Senior Scott Puzia, has been named,

"Male Athlete of the Year-Outstanding School, he was his district champ, am
Senior" by the Signal Staff. Puzia also finished
second in the regional*. H
received the Senior Award in the transferred to TSC in his sophom
Metropolitan Championships, was captain
;.s, g
of the wrestling team for two years, re
ceived the Varsity-T Award, is a
candidate for the NCAA Scholar-Athlete
Award and had a 1977 record of 39-4.
His overall record for three years at
TSC was 110-20.
When he attended Roxbury High

Busch Wins, Loses In E nd
By John Cahill
Roxanne Buxch had successful fencing
and track te ams this year, and was awarded
The Signal's "Women's Coach of the Year
Award for that excellent job, was highly
respected by he r p erformers and was fired
by T renton State.
Busch has been at TSC for three years
and the threat of termination has hung over
her head for the final two. The axe was
finally dropped.
The reason for Busch's dismissal is that
her position in the Physical Education
department has been terminated. Last year
the department attempted to terminate it,
but according to Busch, their method wasn't
by the book. T he action was blocked with
the backing of the Teachers Union and the
Affirmative Action People.
in August of 1976, Busch received a
terminal one-year contract. Her position is
now gone.
Busch feels the dismissal is unfair since
with her departure the department
contains t wenty men and on ly six women.
W hat has Busch really upset though is
the fact that a new position for track and
field and martial arts teacher has been
opened in the department, the same courses
which she instructs at the moment. Busch
has been teaching self-defense, and track
and field this semester, taught fencing and
tennis last semester, has taught golf and
archerv in the Dast h ere and is capable of
nstructing both badminton and bowling-.
A major reason lor her non-reappoiniment is the lack of a position for her to move
up to as she raises in pa y, or in other words.

tenure.
Even though her position was
terminated, a new post in the Ath
letics Department was created for an
Assistant Athletic Director, Head Women's

Staff Photo By Colleen Moloney

Roxanne Busch w asn't sailing this s eason.

Basketball and Track coach. With her
excellent success with the Track team, who
she led to an 8-6 dual record and countless
TSC record-breaking performances, plus
her respectable job with a young fencing
squad, Busch felt she would most as
suredly be offered a chance to apply for
the job. Her assurance was faulty.
The reason why Busch wasn't ottered the
position, according to Associate Athletic
Director June Walker,
was her
inexperience with basketball. The position
has since been filled.
Busch will be returning to Temple
University in th e fall for graduate work in
hopes of obtaining her doctorate. She hopes
after getting her Ph.D. she can get a post
somewhere similar to the one she presently
holds.
This year has been a rather unhappy o ne
for Busch because she knew that every
thing she was doing was for the last time.
The year started to bother her putting a
strain on her nerves and temper.
Busch plans on keeping in touch with her
girls in tra ck. "I want to see (Helen) Hintz
throw 142 ft. in the javelin and (Jan)
Witherspoon get 15.4 in the long jump
next year."
Busch has more regrets about leaving
TSC than anyplace else she's ever been,
because of the people, especially the
students and athletes.
She said she
usually doesn't look back but in this
case it's going to be hard not to
Well, Roxanne Busch will not be back.
Let's hope Stacey Vinson can do a tenth as
well in coach ing as Busch h as done here.

year from the University of Miami- He
faced one year of ineligibility, but
stayed here an extra year.
Puzia is a three-time MetropolisChamp, two-time NCAA All•
finished fourth in Division 111 '
'
second in '77, was two-time L.
•
tournament champ, and holds co
other titles.
_cr
This is Puzia's fifth year at, TbL to
wrestle, and is in an internship »
situation in the Budget Bureau
.
Trenton. He has had severs^ coarfimp
offers from local high schools,
~
starting at Bambergers as a manage
ment trainee on June 13. and ipe>
eventually become assistant buyer.
Puzia said that after his.college,
wrestling days, he is tired of
.
[
as a competition, and will proba
.
enter summer tournaments, just or
•
• Puzia was very happy to recede
Signal honor, and said, Recogni 10
participating in something >ou
j.
always makes it that much enjoy
•
This and the Varsity-T Award from last,
week, finish off my career very nicely.
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